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Abstract
Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy stored in
a fuel into electricity. Proton conducting fuel cells, PCFCs, are one type of
applications that may largely contribute towards the final breakthrough of fuel
cells as commercial converters of clean energy. Fuel cells operate at low voltages,
consequently multiple cells are stacked in series to produce usable power. The
individual cells are separated by interconnects. The main focus of this thesis was
to find and characterize a suitable metallic interconnect material for LaN bO4 based PCFCs.
The interconnect material of choice was a ferritic chromium holding alloy
called Crofer 22 APU developed by ThyssenKrupp VDM.
Investigations of the overall oxidation behavior of this alloy was conducted
using thermogravimetry, measuring the weight change as a function of time at
800 ◦ C, 850 ◦ C and 900 ◦ C. The atmosphere utilized was simulated cathode
gas of wet air. Results from these measurements showed that Crofer 22
APU has a good oxidation resistance at high temperatures, combined with a
relatively low activation energy of formation. XRD, XPS and EDS surface
analyses of oxidized Crofer 22 APU samples indicated a rapid formation of
chromia, Cr2 O3 , followed by an increasing formation of several varieties of
(M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel phases during oxidation, supporting the thermogravimetric
results. The same chronological formation of oxide phases was confirmed by
high temperature ESEM experiments. After long term oxidation (M n, Cr)3 O4 spinel phases completely dominated the surface of the interconnect material due
to high diffusivity of manganese cations through the initially formed chromia,
as suggested by XPS characterization of multiple oxidized interconnect samples.
These investigations also revealed an increasing diffusion of titanium towards the
surface, a feature that may influence the oxidation behavior of the material and
the properties of the formed oxide scale.
The area specific conductivities of several half cell systems consisting of
Crofer 22 APU coupled with the candidate PCFC cathode material, La2 N iO4 ,
were measured at 800 ◦ C in both dry and wet air. These measurements showed
promising results regarding long term operation in oxidative environments.
iii
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Thermal cycling during conductivity measurements also proved a high stability
of this type of system. The high area specific conductivities found were likely
due to formation of highly conductive oxides formed by solid state reactions
between surface elements on the interconnect and cathode materials. Such phases
were synthezised and investigated using XRD showing formation of variations of
LaCrO3 and (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel phases.
Dilatometric measurements were conducted in order to investigate the thermal
expansion behavior of several candidate PCFC materials. Showing that the
thermal expansion coefficient, TEC, of all the investigated candidate electrode and
interconnect materials deviated to varying extent form the reference electrolyte
material of LaN bO4 . These differences were amplified above the phase transition
temperature of LaN bO4 , ∼ 520 ◦ C.
During this study one of the goals was to use and further develope a high
temperature ESEM method for in-situ observation of oxidation. This development
progressed into a applicable procedure for oxidation of metals in water vapor
atmosphere observed in-situ, shown in this study by the presentation of in-situ HT
ESEM observations of oxidizing Crofer 22 APU. Although further development
of this technique is needed, the results showed the encouraging possibilities of
in-situ HT ESEM.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The climate is changing. Most environmental scientists agree on that these
climatic changes are caused by man-made emissions. There is overwhelming
scientific evidence that climate changes present very serious global risks, and
urgent global response is demanded. The benefit of strong, early action on climate
change outweigh the costs [1].
The energy consumption of the world is predicted to increase on average by
2.0 % per year from 2003 to 2030. And the most rapid growth in energy demand
is projected to be nations outside the OECD, non-OECD [2]. These are mostly
nations with fast growing economy and old energy technology.
It is therefore in great interest to develop new environmental friendly sources
of energy that are affordable and competitive to more traditional and polluting
energy sources.
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts chemical reaction
energy to electrical energy without combustion. Fuel cells offer a clean
and environmental friendly convertion of energy with great efficiencies. The
development and progress in this field has been significant for the last decades.
However, a lot of research is still required to make the fuel cell a commercial
provider of electricity in big scale.
The most important and difficult factor in the process of commercialization
is to make this technology economically attractive. The major first steps in this
process are significant component and system cost reductions without any loss of
efficiency and performance of the developed fuel cells [3].

1.1

The fuel cell

Fuel cells are galvanic cells, in which the energy released by a chemical reaction
is converted into electrical energy, similar to an ordinary battery. The difference
1
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between these two is that a battery is a closed system initially filled with a fixed
amount of fuel, while a fuel cell is a open system continuously fed with fuel.

1.1.1

History

The principle of the fuel cell was discovered by professor Christian Friedrich
Schönbein in the middle of the 19th century. However, the development of the first
fuel cell is usually attributed to Sir William Grove around the same time period
[4]. Grove set up multiple experiments where he connected a series of simple
fuel cells. These early fuel cells consisted of two small electrode containers, one
filled with hydrogen and the other one with oxygen. By using sulfuric acid as
an electrolyte between the containers a small electrical current was detected as a
painful feeling when touching both the electrodes. Even though Grove believed
in his discovery, it is evident that through history, up to the middle of the 20th
century, the fuel cell have of most scientists been considered as a phenomena with
little or no practical use. Although many scientists were fascinated by this kind of
device it was not given much attention until NASA in the 19600 s started a more
thorough research on the area. Their motivation laid in their search for a steady
delivery of electricity in the space vessels developed for the Apollo program.
This is considered as the first important use of fuel cells, but the big-scale
commercialization of fuel cells were still far from reality. The research continued
to increase through the 19700 s and 19800 s. Finally, in the 19900 s the first sign
pointing towards the final breakthrough for fuel cells as an important electrical
generator was seen in the development of fuel cell powered vehicles and other
applications. The number of fuel cell applications has increased considerably in
the last years, and the promise of clean inexpensive renewable energy is starting
to become a reality.
However, still today big technological obstacles have to be overcome before
full commercialization of fuel cells becomes a reality.

1.1.2

Principle

Every fuel cell is built on the same principle. They all consists of two electrodes,
one anode and one cathode, with an electrolyte placed between the two. The
simplest way to describe the mechanisms of a fuel cell is the case where hydrogen
gas is used as fuel reacting with oxygen.
1
H2 + O −→ H2 O
2

(1.1)

In this simplified model hydrogen gas molecules will be absorbed into the anode,
stripped of its electrons on or close to the electrolyte surface, and led through
2
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1.1. The fuel cell

the electrolyte as protons. The electrons will leave the anode through an external
electrical circuit and enter the cathode side. On the cathode side the conducted
protons and electrons meet and react with oxygen gas. The change in Gibbs free
energy, ∆G, of this chemical reaction is in that way converted into electricity and
heat. This describes the principle of proton conducting fuel cell, PCFC.
The LaN bO4 -based ceramic PCFC may provide several advantages compared
to other types of fuel cells, such as high fuel efficiency, theoretical limit of ∼ 97 %,
relatively low operating temperature, 500 − 600 ◦ C, and relatively inexpensive
raw materials. Of these reasons development of this type of PCFCs is likely to
be an important step towards the final breakthrough of fuel cells as commercial
converters of clean energy.

1.1.3

The interconnect

Fuel cells operate at low voltages, i.e. under one Volt per cell. Therefore multiple
cells are stacked in series to produce usable power. The individual cells are
separated by interconnects. These interconnects serve three important purposes.
First, the interconnect must separate the fuel gas from the oxygen. Second,
distribute these gases. And third, work as an electrical connector between the
cells within the cell stack.
The interconnect must therefore possess certain properties, depending on
the particular fuel cell configuration. However, some general requirements are
common for all interconnects [5]:
1. High electronic and low ionic conductivity
2. Chemically stable in both reducing and oxidizing environments
3. Matching thermal expansion to the other cell components
4. Chemically stable with regard to the other cell components
5. High mechanical strength
6. High thermal conductivity
7. Ease of fabrication and good machineability
8. Low cost
All these requirements combined makes it challenging to find good candidates
for interconnect materials. The first four points are initially the most important
requirements in the search for good interconnect materials. Since these four
3
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requirements exclude most materials, leaving only a list of a few candidates
remaining. However, in the final stages of the commercialization of a finished
product the last two points will be more and more important.
For fuel cells operating at temperatures below 800 ◦ C it is possible to use
metallic materials for interconnects. The advantages of these materials compared
to ceramic interconnect materials lies in their high mechanical strength, high
thermal conductivity, ease of fabrication, good machine ability and low cost.
Making metallic interconnects a very interesting field of research.
One of the biggest challenges with metallic materials is that they will oxidize
when exposed to oxidative atmospheres at high temperatures. This is well known.
During the different oxidation processes layers or scales of oxides are formed.
These scales tend to have different properties regarding electronic conductivity,
thermal expansion and mechanical strength compared to the initial interconnect
material. It is therefore of great interest to have detailed knowledge about the
formation of oxide scales and their properties.
In addition the elements at the surface of the interconnect will undergo solid
state reactions with the electrode materials at the interfaces. This will form
additional phases that may alter the overall behavior of the fuel cell stack, and
are therefore important to investigate.

1.2

Justification of this study

The two main goals of this study was to find and characterize a suitable metallic
interconnect material for LaN bO4 -based PCFCs. The choice of material was
based on the results for one of the most promising metallic interconnect materials
reported in literature, namely Crofer 22 APU from ThyssenKrupp VDM.
In order to map some of the oxidation processes of the chosen alloy insitu high temperature environmental scanning electron microscopy, HT ESEM,
thermogravimetry and general oxidation experiments was conducted. Ex-situ
analyzes were executed using SEM, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS, and
X-ray diffraction, XRD
The behavior of the interconnect when coupled with a candidate cathode
material, LaN iO4 , was also investigated using conductivity and dilatometric
measurements, combined with XRD investigations.
As a layout of the important properties to be characterized the list of
requirements shown in the previous section was used.
As a curiosity, some work have also been done using and further developing
an in-situ ESEM technique for observing high temperature oxidation in real time.
This is a little used method compared to other more traditional "before-and-after"
investigations, but if well planned and executed the advantages may be many.
4
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1.2. Justification of this study

The work developing this method is in the very beginning in this research group,
and there are many challenges to overcome before the results from this method
are scientifically convincing, however the results presented in this study provides
an underlying "hands-on" understanding of the oxidation process, and hopefully
helps asking new and important questions.

5
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Chapter 2
Theory
2.1

Oxidation

The oxidation of metals in oxygen is considered to be one of the simplest chemical
reactions and is also usually written in a simple manner, given by
b
aMe + O2 −→ Mea Ob
(2.1)
2
However, as Kofstad described [6], the reaction path and the oxidation
behavior may be under influence of many factors and therefore make the reaction
mechanisms prove complex.
Despite of the complex nature of this phenomena all oxidation reactions follow
the same general steps of process.
The first step of oxidation of a metal surface is adsorption of oxygen. After
this adsorption oxygen dissolves into the metal and an initial oxide formation
starts resulting in a thin oxide layer on the surface. When this oxide layer or
scale is continuous on the entire metal-oxygen interface, further oxidation can
only proceed by solid state diffusion of oxygen and metal species through this
oxide barrier. Electric fields and chemical potential gradients tend to act as the
driving forces of these processes. The solid state diffusion is under influence of
the nature of the scale, and may be limited by the porosity of the scale or processes
occurring at the phase boundaries [7].
All oxidation reactions are driven by the the change of Gibbs free-energy
for formation of the oxide from the reacting compounds, ∆G0 . This change in
Gibbs free energy may be divided into the change of enthalpy and entropy for the
reaction. At equilibrium this may be represented by
∆G0 = ∆H − T ∆S = −RT lnK
which may be rewritten in terms of activities of the reacting species
7
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aMa Ob

∆G0 = −RT ln

!

b/2

aaM aO2

(2.3)

The activity of a gas is usually given by its partial pressure, pi , while for solids
the activity is defined as equal to unity. Leading to
∆G0 = −RT lnpO2

(2.4)

This gives that, from a thermodynamic point of view, the oxide will only form
when the oxygen pressure is larger than the dissociation pressure of the oxide in
equilibrium with the metal.
∆G0

pO2 ≥ e bRT

(2.5)

The values of ∆G0 in this expression is the standard free-energy change of
formation of the oxide per mole of oxygen, e.g. 34 Cr+O2 −→ 23 Cr2 O3 . If plotted,
the values of ∆G0 as a function of temperature for the respective oxide, will draw
an approximately straight line with a positive slope as the standard entropies of
metal oxide formation are negative. The most stable oxide will thereby have the
largest negative ∆G0 -values [7].
An Ellingham - Richardson diagram, Fig. 2.1, shows a plot of standard free
energies for the formation of oxides as a function of temperature [8]. From this
diagram it is possible to find the stabilities of oxides, and from that predict what
alloyed element that form the most stable oxide and will act as a protective layer
on top of the base alloy.
In this setting it may be worth mentioning that the dissociation pressure
of chromia, Cr2 O3 (s), is 10−26 atmO2 (g) at 800 ◦ C, as shown in Fig. 2.1,
confirming that chromium is very easily oxidized.

2.2

Diffusion
"Diffusion is a transport of atoms, ions or molecules, in a solid,
liquid or gas" - R. J. D. Tilley [9].

2.2.1

Fick’s laws

A flow of particles through a perpendicular area per time unit is called the particle
flux density. In simplicity the particle flux density, ji , can be expressed by the
concentration of particles, ci , and how fast each of them moves, vi .
ji = ci vi
8
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2.2. Diffusion

Figure 2.1: Ellingham-Richardson diagram showing the standard free energy for
formation of selected oxides as a function of temperature

From classical physics it is well known that the velocity of a particle is
determined by the driving force, Fi , exerted on the particle, and the amount of
force needed to accelerate the particle to this velocity. In diffusion theory the
proportionality factor between force and acceleration is given by Bi , termed the
bewegeligkeit or the mechanical mobility of the particle. If the particles are
moving in a potential, Pi , the driving force is given by the potential gradient,
i
− dP
, working on the particles. Combined, this may be written
dx
9
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ji = ci vi = ci Bi Fi = −ci Bi
or in terms of a chemical potential gradient,
ji = −ci Bi

dPi
−
dx

dµi
, ji
dx


(2.7)

may be expressed by

dµi
dci
= −Bi kT
dx
dx

(2.8)

giving Fick’s first law
dci
(2.9)
dx
This law describes the diffusion of neutral particles moving through a constant
chemical potential gradient, where Ji denotes the particle flux density of atoms
of type i, expressing the number of particles crossing an area per time unit.
The diffusion coefficient, Di , of which in terms of Eq. 2.8 is equal to Bi kT ,
i
describes the velocity at which the atoms travel through an unit area, and dc
is the
dx
particle concentration gradient that acts as the driving force of the diffusion. The
negative sign expresses that the flux of particles flows from high towards lower
concentrations.
Fick’s second law expresses the flux from high to low concentration when the
concentration gradient over the material changes with time.
Ji = −Di

d 2 cx
dcx
=D 2
(2.10)
dt
dx
In this expression cx is the concentration of the atoms at a distance x from the
initial interface, and t the time elapsed.
Both of these laws describe diffusion on a macroscopic level, and give no
detailed description of what happens at the atomic level in the solid. However,
they provide a good overview of the process concerning the average movement of
the diffusing atoms.

2.2.2

Electrical conductivity

Fick’s laws are only valid for neutral particles, however most particles diffusing
through an oxide are charged. In this section charge carriers moving under the
influence of an electrical field will be discussed.
The product of the flux and the particle charge is called the current density,
denoted ii , and charge mobility, ui , is given by the product of the charge, zi e, and
the mechanical mobility, Bi , of the particle.
ii = zi eji = zi eci ui
10

dΦ
dx

(2.11)

2.2. Diffusion
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The important expression for electrical conductivity due to particles of type i
is given by
σi = zi eci ui

(2.12)

The unit of the electrical conductivity, σi , is Siemens1 per cm, S/cm.
In a situation with several different charge carriers, the total electrical
conductivity, σ, is the sum of each partial conductivity, σi .
X
σ=
σi
(2.13)
i

The ratio between these two values is given by the transport number, ti , of the
particle type.
σi
σ
where the sum of all the transport numbers is equal to unity.
ti =

(2.14)

Nernst-Einstein relation
As mentioned earlier, Eq. 2.8 and 2.9 can be used expressing the relationship
between the diffusion coefficient,Di , and the mechanical mobility, Bi , written
Di = kT Bi

(2.15)

The mechanical mobility is related to the charge mobility through the particle
charge, given by
ui
(2.16)
zi e
The Nernst-Einstein relation combines these expression relating the random
diffusion coefficient to the charge mobility and electrical conductivity.
Bi =

Di =

kT ui
σi
= kT
zi e
ci (zi e)2

(2.17)

This relation can be utilized to characterize numerous properties of a material by
interpreting simple conductivity measurements.
In a case where the conductivity of an material increases with increasing
temperature, the material is categorized a semiconductor. The semiconducting
behavior is due to the increasing number of electronic defects formed during
heating. The nature of the dominating charge carrier can be determined using the
1

1 Siemens equals 1 reciprocal Ohm or Ohm−1
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emf method by Wagner. However, due to the high mobility of electronic defects
compared to ionic defects most metal oxides are electronic conductors at elevated
temperatures.
As the list of required interconnect properties in Sec. 1.1.3 shows, good
electrical conductivity is a highly valued property of an interconnect material.
Since the interconnect itself is of metallic nature, the electronic resistance is
negligible. Whereas, the conductivity of the oxide formed on the interconnect
surface will be of utmost importance, since this will give the largest ohmic
contribution of the total system.
However, oxidation resistivity of metals and highly electrical conductive oxide
scales are generally two competing properties. This will be explained in the
following.

2.3

Oxide scale growth

For many metals it has been found that the oxide growth follows a parabolic
behavior as a function of time. An empirical expression describing this type of
oxidation behavior was published by Pilling and Bedworth in 1923 [10], and is
given by
1
dx
= k0p,t
dt
x
and when integrated as a function of time
x2 = 2k0p,t t + C0 = kp,t t + C0

(2.18)

(2.19)

In these expressions x denotes the thickness, kp,t the parabolic growth rate
constant, and C0 is an integration constant giving the initial conditions at which
the parabolic oxide growth starts.
The oxide scale formed separates the metal from the oxygen gas, and further
growth is then limited by the lattice diffusion of reactants through the scale. As
the thickness of the scale increases, the diffusion path of the migrating species
also increases resulting in a decreasing diffusion rate. Hence, the reaction rate
decreases with time.
The parabolic law, Eq. 2.18, is based on Fick’s first law of diffusion shown
in Eq. 2.9. It is important to note that Fick’s law refers x as a chosen position in
the oxide scale, or concentration gradient, whereas in the parabolic law x denotes
the total scale thickness, understood as the outermost position of the oxide scale
according to the metal surface.
There are some underlying assumptions to the parabolic law:
12
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1. The growth occurs only by transport of uncharged particles
2. The diffusion coefficient Di is independent of the concentration ci
3. The concentrations at the metal-oxide and the oxide-oxidant gas interface
are independent of the scale thickness, x.
4. The scale growth occurs at a steady state situation.

Wagner theory and flux equations
The most essential theory describing oxidation of metals is seen from an
electrochemical point of view and is called the Wagner oxidation theory. This
was published ten years after the parabolic law, in 1933 by Carl Wagner [11].
The theory is fundamental for the understanding of oxidation processes where a
dense oxide scale is formed on the interface between metal and oxygen at high
temperatures. In contrast to other earlier oxidation theories, Wagner based his
theory on the assumption that the metal oxidation process proceeds mainly by
diffusion of charged particles [12]. This is given by the linear diffusion equation
for charged particles developed by Nernst and Debye
dci
+ ci Eµi
(2.20)
dx
where E is the electric field, and µi is the mobility of the species related to the
diffusion coefficient through the Nernst-Einstein relation, Eq. 2.17.
The Wagner theory is also based on several other assumptions and only valid
for some ideal cases. These are cases where the oxide formed is dense and
continuous, adheres well to the surface, and is a solid electrolyte where migration
of reactants and electrons is due to defects in the oxide. This transport has to be
rate limiting for the growth process thus the surface reactions are considered to be
rapid. Also locally established thermodynamic equilibria at the metal-oxide and
oxide-oxygen interfaces, and independent migration of species, are underlying
assumptions. Formation of a Wagner-type oxide scale can be summed up by Fig.
2.2.
Wagner expressed the parabolic growth rate constant in terms of electrochemical properties of the material, i.e. the conductivity of ions and electrons, and self
diffusion coefficients of the ionic reactants. As mentioned earlier in this chapter,
diffusion is driven by potential gradients. This may be a chemical potential resulting from a variation of chemical activity or concentration over a distance, or an
electrical potential. The electrochemical potential gradient, dη, is a combination
of these two. In an oxidation process the main driving force is the chemical potential gradient, dµ, between the high oxygen activity at the oxide-oxygen interface
Ji = −Di
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of scale formation according to Wagner’s model [13].

and the low oxygen activity at the metal-oxide interface, but also an electrical potential gradient, φ, is set up by the movement of charged species such as ions and
electrons. Since these particles have different charges and mobilities, separation
of charge will occur inducing an electrical field in the oxide preventing further
charge separation, and decreasing the transport of particles.
Both chemical and electrical potential gradients act at the same time and are
taken into account by the Wagner theory. The electrochemical potential of a
species i is given by
dηi
dµi
dφ
=
+ zi e
dx
dx
dx

(2.21)

A derivation of Fick’s first law, Eq. 2.9, for species, i, with concentration ci
and self diffusion constant Di , a flux, ji , in a potential, Pi , may be expressed by
ji = −ci
14

Di dPi
kT dx

(2.22)
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Assuming electrochemical potential, and charged diffusing particles, this equation
in combination with Eq. 2.17 may be written


σi
dµ
dφi
ji = −
+ zi e
(2.23)
(zi e)2 dx
dx
using Eq. 2.14 the total ionic current for a material with both anionic and cationic
transport may be expressed
σtion dηion
−σtan dηan −σtcat dηcat
=
+
(2.24)
zion e dx
zan e dx
zcat e dx
As mentioned earlier, one of the founding assumptions of the Wagner theory
is that the oxidation process can be treated as a steady state, and that local
equilibrium is established. At the exact time where the process is investigated,
the gradient and flux is therefore also constant, giving that no net current flows
during this stationary state. This means that the number of positive charges has
to be equal to the number of negative charges moving through the oxide per time
unit, given by
itot = (ie + ih ) + (ian + icat ) = 0
(2.25)
iion = −

which can be, according to the Gibbs - Duhem relation, written in terms of
chemical potential gradients leading to
adµM zcat + bdµOzan = dµMa Ob (s) = 0

(2.26)

Thus the relation between the chemical potential gradient of the metal cation
and oxygen anion may be written
b dµOzan
zcat dµan
dµM zcat
=−
=−
dx
a dx
|zan | dx

(2.27)

i
In combination with Eq. 2.21, and by eliminating zi e dφ
, the total ionic current
dx
may be expressed by

iion = icat + ian =

σtion dµcat
σtion dµan
=
zcat e dx
|zan |e dx

(2.28)

and in the same way, the total electronic current may be written
iel = ie + ih =

σtel dµel
|zel |e dx

(2.29)

by combining the previous equations the total ionic current is given by
iion = icat + ian =

σ
zan e

tion tel

dµan
σ
µan
=
tion tel
dx
zan e
dx

(2.30)
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Surface reactions are assumed to be rapid, and therefore all diffusing ions react
as soon as they reach a surface and form the oxide Ma Ob . The chemical mobility
of anions may be expressed in terms of oxygen partial pressure meaning that the
rate of formation of oxide per unit area may be written as
1 dnO
iion
1
1
dnMa Ob
=
=
= − 2 σtion tel d ln pO2
dt
b dt
−2eb
8be
dx

(2.31)

When integrated

dnMa Ob
dt



 1 Z pOouter
 1
0 1
2
=
= kt
σ tion tel d ln pO2
2
 8be p inner
 ∆x
∆x
O

(2.32)

2

dn

0

where Mdta Ob notes the number of Ma Ob formed per cm per sec, kp,t is then again
the rate of this formation and is given by



 1 Z pOouter
0
2
σ
t
t
d
ln
p
(2.33)
kp,t =
ion el
O2

 8be2 p inner
O2

In terms of diffusion this can be written i.e. for a metal deficient oxide Ma Ob−δ
dominated by metal vacancies
Z
DvM pOouter
0
2
kp,t ≈
δ dlnpO2
(2.34)
b
pOinner
2

0

Where the thickness related parabolic growth rate constant, kp,t is in cm2 /s.
What can be seen from Wagner’s equations and Eq. 2.33 in particular is that a
highly conductive oxide will rapidly increase in thickness due to this fast transport
of ions and electronical species.
However, the classical way of writing the parabolic growth rate constants is
as seen in Eq. 2.19, or expressed as oxygen uptake per unit area, w, it is usually
written
w2 = 2k0p,w t + C0 = kp,w t + C0

(2.35)

This weight related parabolic growth rate constant, kp,w is usually given as
g /cm4 s.
If the oxide scale growth is only caused by uptake of oxygen, the scale
thickness will be proportional to the weight gain of the material. The relationship
0
between kp,w
usually given as cm2 /s and kp,w lies in the molecular weight and
density of the formed oxide and may be written
2
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0
kp,w


=

MMa Ob
b · MO · dMa Ob

2
· kp,w

(2.36)

If assumed that the area specific resistance, ASR, is directly proportional to
0
the scale thickness it may be calculated based on kp,w
by calculating the expected
thickness after a chosen period of time, combined with the oxide conductivity, σ.
Or in terms of kp,w [14],
p
MMa Ob · kp,w · t
ASR =
(b · MO · dMa Ob ) · σ

(2.37)

the ASR is given as Ωcm2 .
These equations are the basis of processing of the results recieved from cross
section analysis and thermogravimetry, and provide general understanding of the
oxide scale formation during oxidation of the investigated alloy.

2.4

Temperature dependency

Oxidation rates have a tendency of showing Arrhenius-type temperature dependency at constant ambient oxygen pressure. If written in terms of oxidation rate,
k, an Arrhenius-type equation, comparative to Eq. 2.5, may be given by
k = k0 e

−Ea
RT

(2.38)

where Ea denotes the activation energy of the reaction, determined by plotting
log10 k as a function of inverse temperature, 1/T [7]. This acounts for both
thickness related, kp,t , and weight related, kp,w , growth rates. A constant
activation energy may imply that the same rate determining oxidation mechanism
dominates throughout the oxidation process. Since diffusion is the rate limiting
mechanism for most oxidation processes, the temperature dependence of the
diffusion coefficient empirically show the same trend as for the oxidation rate,
and may be written
D = D0 e

−Ea
RT

(2.39)

The conductivity of most oxides also show the same type of Arrhenius
behavior,
σ = σ0 e

−Ea
RT

(2.40)
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2.5

Defect chemistry

Most solids, including metals and alloys, are built up from crystal structures. A
crystal structure is a pattern of which the atoms in the solid is arranged. It is
common to look upon this arrangement as spheres closely packed together. The
smallest repeating unit in a crystal structure is called the unit cell. The ideal
crystal structure, of which all atoms are at rest, can only be theoretically found at
0 K. At all elevated temperatures imperfections are made in the structure. Most of
the physical and chemical properties of materials are consequences of the crystal
structure and their imperfections called defects [15].
Defects can be categorized into four main groups. Defects located to one
single lattice- or structure site, are called a point defects, i.e. zero dimensional
defects. In addition there are one dimensional defects, such as line defects or
dislocations, and two dimensional defects, called plane defects which can be
e.g. grain boundaries and stacking faults. When defects cluster together, three
dimensional defects may occur.
All of the mentioned defects are structural defects, but there are also another
group called electronic defects, consisting of electrons, e, and electron holes,
h. These are small charged particles which can move around in the structure
relatively freely. Electronic defects can be formed by excitation of valence
electrons, or in association with the formation of other point defects.
The defect structure of a component is a complete description of the point
and electronic defects in a crystal structure including their concentration as a
function of temperature and the activity of each constituent. From this many of
the electronic and chemical properties of the component can be clarified.
Point defects are divided into several different types. These are, among others,
intrinsics, vacancies and substitutionals. The notation system used to describe
these defects is called Kröger-Vink, which gives the nature of the defect, atom or
vacancy, the site where the defect is located and the effective charge of the defect.
If, for example a fully ionized chromium interstitial defect is formed, it would be
000
given the notation, Cri , which describes a chromium atom Cr, on an interstitial
site i, with three negative effective charges 000 . Vacancies have been given the
symbol v, positive charge is described by a · and neutral charge is given by an
x
x. A neutral oxygen vacancy would then be written, vO
, and if doubly positively
··
charged, vO .
The concentration is simply written by the notation of the defect in square
000
brackets, i.e. [Cri ]. Electron and hole concentrations are denoted, n and p,
respectively.
When writing the defect reactions for a material, as when writing ordinary
chemical reactions, the three prime rules of mass balance, electro-neutrality and
site ratio have to be followed.
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2.6. Defects in Cr2 O3 and M nCr2 O4

As for ordinary chemical reactions, defect reaction equations can be expressed
in terms of an equilibrium constant giving the ratio of the activities of the products
and reactants when equilibrium has been attained at a given temperature. The
equilibrium constant for a defect reaction describing the formation of doubly
charged metal interstitials compensated by metal vacancies, given by
00

MxM + vix = M··i + vM

(2.41)

may be written
00

[M··i ][vM ]
KM =
[MxM ][vix ]

(2.42)

or in thermodynamical terms, based on Eq. 2.2
 ·· 00 
[Mi ][vM ]
∆G = −RT ln
[MxM ][vix ]
0

(2.43)

The main products formed when oxidizing chromium and manganese holding
alloys are chromia, Cr2 O3 , and the chromium-manganese spinel, M nCr2 O4 .
A short summary of their defect situation will be represented in the following
section.

2.6
2.6.1

Defects in Cr2O3 and M nCr2O4
Defect chemistry for Cr2 O3

Chromia holds a corundum type of structure with a hexagonal close packed unit
cell of oxygen atoms, of which 32 of the octahedral sites are occupied by chromium
atoms.
The electrical conductivity of chromia is p-type at temperatures below
1000 ◦ C, meaning that the dominating charge carriers are electron holes [16].
At low oxygen partial pressures or by addition of higher valence cations, e.g.
titanium, the electrical conductivity switches to n-type, indicating that electrons
dominate the charge transport. Other important point defects are chromium
interstitials and vacancies together with oxygen interstitials and vacancies. Since
this study has focused on temperatures below the change-over temperature, only
the situation below 1000 ◦ C is described in this section.
If taken into account the already mentioned defects, the total electroneutrality
is written
000

00

··
3[Cr···
i ] + 2[vO ] + p = 3[vCr ] + 2[Oi ] + n

(2.44)
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which only counts the positive and negative charges and helps showing the
relationship between the concentrations of species.
Oxygen dependency
At low oxygen partial pressures the following defect reaction is likely to occur
0

3
2CrxCr + 3OxO = 2Cr···
i + 6e + 2 O2 (g)

(2.45)

This reaction may describe the defect situation at the interface between chromium
and the dense and gas tight scale of chromia.
Whereas, at the interface between the chromia scale and oxygen gas the
oxygen partial pressure will be near atmospheric, and an other defect situation
may dominate, given by
3
O (g)
2 2

000

= 2vCr + 6h· + 3OxO

(2.46)

Oxygen defects are usually treated as minority defects in chromia because of
slow diffusion rates, nevertheless, oxygen interstitials and their inward migration
at near atmospheric pressures of oxygen may be important in the outermost part
of the oxide scale. The formation of oxygen interstitials can be written
1
O (g)
2 2

00

= Oi + 2h·

(2.47)

For the reaction in Eq. 2.45 the equilibrium constant for formation of fully
ionized chromium interstitials is expressed by
K

Cr···
i

=

2 6
[Cr···
i ] n pO3/2
2

[CrxCr ]2 [OxO ]3

(2.48)

Combining this expression with the simplified electroneutrality for this
specific defect situation described, 3[Cri··· ] = n, the concentration of the
dominating defect is given by
−3/16

−3/4 1/8
[Cr···
K pO2
i ] = 3

(2.49)

The same calculations are done for both majority and minority defects
accounting for the total defect situation for different oxygen partial pressures.
Kofstad et al. [7] showed that chromium species migrate extremely
slow through bulk, whereas the diffusion through the grain boundaries are in
comparison very fast for both chromium and other elements. This will lead to
an enhanced growth of oxide at the grain boundaries.
The self diffusion coefficient of chromium, DCr , goes through a minimum
as a function of decreasing oxygen activity, supporting the previous defect
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reaction equations describing the predominate defect situation at different oxygen
activities. The situation in the stoichiometric region is not verified, but it is likely
that Frenkel equilibrium of chromium vacancies and interstitials predominates,
based on the minimum of the self diffusion coefficient. Oxygen defects are
probable important minority defects. These changes of defect concentrations as a
function of oxygen partial pressure at constant temperature can be schematically
illustrated in a Brouwer diagram, as seen in Fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Brower diagram showing the concentrations of different defects in
chromia as functions of pO2

As mentioned earlier, Sec. 2.1, oxidation processes are usually governed by
diffusion of different species, understanding the defect situation gives therefore
also an understanding for what migrating species that dominates the scale growth.
For a dense oxide scale a Brouwer diagram may be interpreted as an
illustration of the defect situation as a function of position, where the high pO2 region represent the near atmospheric area of the scale situated close to the oxideoxygen interface, and the low pO2 -region may describe the situation close to the
metal-oxide region, as seen in Fig. 2.2. Based on the Brouwer diagram in Fig. 2.3,
it can be suggested that Cr2 O3 grows by counter current diffusion of chromium
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and oxygen interstitials, most likely along the grain boundaries, and that the oxide
formation takes place within the scale [7].
Water dependency
The influence of water vapor, in oxidizing atmosphere, on the defect situation
of chromia is a very interesting field of science, also in the context of PCFCs.
The main effect will be the formation of hydroxide ions on oxygen sites, caused
by a dissociative absorption of water molecules. For an oxide showing p-type
conduction this reaction may be written
1
(2.50)
H2 O(g) + 2OxO + 2h· = 2(OH)·O + O2 (g)
2
This defect reaction will decrease the number of highly mobile electron holes, and
may result in a decreasing conductivity as a function of water vapor.
According to Eq. 2.46 chromia is metal deficient at the near atmospheric
region resulting in a high number of chromium vacancies. This effect may be
enhanced by increasing water vapor, as seen in
000

3H2 O(g) + 3OxO = 6(OH)·O + 2vCr

(2.51)

and may accelerate the oxidation rate further. The increasing number of metal
vacancies results in an increased flux of chromium atoms towards the outer
surface.
The total electroneutrality for the dissolution of hydrogen species in chromia
may be expressed as
000

··
[(OH)·O ] + 2[vO
] + p = 3[vCr ] + n

(2.52)

Another process enhancing negative effect on the oxidation rate is chromium
evaporation by volatile chromium species [13]. In dry oxygen the formation of
volatile CrO3 species may form by the following defect reaction for a metaldeficient oxide [17].
000

CrxCr + 32 O2 (g) = vCr + 3h· + CrO3 (g)

(2.53)

However, under wet oxidative conditions the process may be described [18]
000

CrxCr + 32 O2 (g) + H2 O(g) = vCr + 3h· + CrO2 (OH)2 (g)

(2.54)

This loss of mass has to be compensated by an increased transport of chromium
atoms supplied by the alloy. The protective properties of the oxide scale will be
retained only as long as the evaporation rate does not exceed the outward flux of
chromium.
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Dopants
Due to the rapid diffusion of manganese species in chromia, reported by Lobnig
et al. [19], an outer layer of M nCr2 O4 is expected on the surface of the chromia
scale during oxidation of a chromium and manganese containing alloy. When
the diffusion process of the foreign lower valent cation is assumed to be rapid,
and that the species react spontaneously at the surface leading to no concentration
gradient within the scale, the dissolution of manganese in the chromia scale may
be treated as a lower valent dopant [16], at a constant doping level, provided by a
M nO-phase described by
0

2MnO(s) + 21 O2 (g) = 2MnCr + 3OxO + 2h·

(2.55)

at high oxygen partial pressures. At low oxygen partial pressures the dissolution
of M nO is compensated by oxygen vacancies, the situation may then be described
0

··
+ 2OxO
2MnO(s) = 2MnCr + vO

(2.56)

These equations shows an increase of hole concentration at increasing oxygen
partial pressures enhancing the p-type conductivity of chromia at near atmospheric
pressures of oxygen. This situation may also be valid for other lower valent
elements dissolved in the oxide.
However, if acting as a higher valent dopant the defect reaction will change,
at low oxygen partial pressures
0

2MnO2 (s) = 2Mn·Cr + 3OxO + 2e + 12 O2 (g)

(2.57)

or at higher pO2 , when compensated by chromium vacancies
000

3MnO2 (s) = 3Mn·Cr + 6OxO + vC r

(2.58)

Other elements added to the alloy may also affect the defect situation to some
extent, by acting in the same way of manganese as aliovalent dopants. Both
titanium, lanthanum an iron ions are likely to diffuse and to some extent dissolve,
after some time, into the oxidized layers of chromia and also the outer spinel.

2.6.2

Defect chemistry for M nCr2 O4

M nCr2 O4 has a spinel type of structure, that shows a relatively high electrical
conductivity and good adherence to chromia scales and other oxides. This
compound has for several reasons not been an objective for such thourough
research as chromia in terms of oxidation. Therefore the defect chemistry
described in this section is based on general knowledge about spinels and their
behavior.
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Since spinels are known for their resistance towards oxygen defects, the
described defect situation involves metal vacancies and interstitials, together with
electronic defects. And the total electroneutrality is written
00

000

2[Mn··i ] + 3[Cr···
i ] + p = 2[vMn ] + 3[vCr ] + n

(2.59)

Spinels may be predominated by cationic Frenkel disorder caused by their
opposing behavior towards oxygen or anionic defects. As for chromia, interstitial
cations are believed to dominate at low oxygen activities, close to the inner
interface between chromia and spinel. Whereas at the outer region of the formed
spinel layer, in near atmospheric environments, cation vacancies predominates. In
the intermediate region of oxygen partial pressure, intrinsic ionization is expected
to dominate. This is illustrated schematically in the Brouwer diagram presented
in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Concentration of different defects in M nCr2 O4 -spinel as a function of
pO2

This interpretation of the defect situation suggest that the spinel is likely to
be p-type conductor in the relevant pO2 -region at near atmospheric pressure of
oxygen.
24

Chapter 3
Literature
3.1

A brief history of steel

Ever since man started exploiting the properties of metals superior to their until
then known materials, understanding the high temperature and oxidation behavior
of metals has been a basis for the development and progress of our civilization.
Iron is the most abundant metal in the universe, and has been utilized for tools,
weapons and trade for more than 6 000 years. Some 3 500 years ago, some content
of carbon was added, deliberately or not, revealing a new and much harder type of
material, steel. Since then steel has been the main material for all purposes where
mechanical strength and durability have been central. However, the illusion of a
perfect material, together with the steel itself, rusted over time, as the progress of
the human society filed more and more severe demands towards materials.
In 1797 a new metallic substance possessing the property of coloring materials
red, namely "chrome" or chromium was discovered by Vauquelin [20]. Chromium
was first reported alloyed with iron and steel in 1821 which gave the alloys a nice
shiny finish [21]. Throughout the 19th century alloying with chromium carried
on in attempts of fabricating better types of steels. It was soon discovered that
chromium also had a more useful effect on iron and steel than just decorative,
namely that by adding chromium the hardness and strength of steel was increased.
Equally soon it was also realized that chromium could not replace carbon as the
toughening element of steel, only act as an addition intensifying the properties
of the alloy. It is difficult to determine precisely when the beneficial effect
of alloyed chromium on the oxidation resistance of steels were discovered,
however, Guillet, 1906 [22], Monnartz, 1911 [23], and Friend et al., 1912 [24]
conducted more scientific experiments with steel containing additions of nickel
and chromium revealing that the oxidation resistance increased with increasing
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chromium content 1 .
The invention of stainless steel can not be attributed to one person alone, since
the research of steels and discovery of new properties went on simultaneously
worldwide. However, Harry Brearly is commonly credited this invention in 1913.
The "rust less steel" as he first called it was no immediate hit, but as we all know
has "stained" our modern history massively.
The good oxidation resistance of stainless steels are due to the rapid formation
of chromia, Cr2 O3 , on the surface of the alloy. During the initial phases of
oxidation, the alloy undergoes a transient stage of oxidation where all elements at
the substrate surface, including chromium, form oxide nuclei [7][26]. The stable
nature of chromia leads to a continued growth, and after some time outgrows
the other oxides forming a continuous layer covering the surface. This dense
protective oxide layer prevents further oxidant attacks. Chromia grows by a very
rapid initial selective oxidation, while further growth is governed by an extremely
slow outward self diffusion of cations, and chromia is therefore seen as relatively
stable at low temperatures. At higher temperatures however, the migration through
high diffusivity paths such as grain boundaries contribute to the continued scale
growth. The appearance of the oxide scale shows usually a relatively smooth black
surface with beautiful buckling and cavities in contrast to the large "grotesque
shapes" formed on pure iron during oxidation [10]. However, also these small
features promote cracking and spalling of the chromia scale over time, enhancing
the oxidation rate of the metal. Interfacial pores or voids are often observed
when oxidizing chromium holding alloys, leaving the metal substrate bare for new
oxygen attacks forming new protective scales, and the process is repeated [6].
Strains and stresses caused by differences of thermal expansion of the involved
compounds can also result in cracking of the scale, and for many alloys lead
to spallation of oxides during thermal cycling and high temperature oxidation,
also leaving local areas of the metal substrate open [13]. Another problem with
chromia is its unfortunate tendency of forming volatile species such as CrO3 (g)
or in presence of water, CrO2 (OH)2 (g), enhancing fast occurring oxidation by
removal of chromium from the surface [17][18].
The thourough investigation of the high temperature properties of chromia
forming alloys were initiated in the 19600 s by the search for durable materials
utilized in turbines and reactors, where high temperature is combined with
harsh chemical environments. Not even the appreciated stainless steel could
stand these conditions due to severe corrosion, but the protective properties of
chromia and oxidation resistance of chromia forming steels were interesting
basics for improvement. Nickel based alloys were also a subject of great interest,
1

The unverified references are from A Bibliography and Abstracts of Chromium Steels by F.
P. Zimmerli [25]
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progressing simultaneously with the investigation of steels.

3.1.1

Reactive elements

To gain durability, the adherence of the chromia scale had to be improved, and
as for most research, to a low cost. Alloyed aluminum improved the resistance
towards oxidation somewhat, but the mechanical strength at elevated temperatures
was poor. However, as for nickel alloys the investigation continued in parallel
with the progress of chromia forming stainless steels. The scientific oxidation
community then turned towards what are called reactive elements, known from
earlier as the rare earth effect. Reactive elements or oxygen reactive elements were
generally described by Kofstad as "metals whose oxides have a higher stability
than that of the oxide scale" [7]. These elements were added to the alloy in minor
amounts, typically between 0.1 and 0.2 at.%, and showed remarkably positive
effects on the oxidation resistance of the alloys. Raising a whole new field of
alloy oxidation in the lots of possible combinations of additives. The amount
of literature covering this research is as large as the number of combinations, and
therefore not reviewed in this thesis, however some key effects must be mentioned.
Additions of reactive elements, i.e. Y or La, have the beneficial effects of
[27][28][29]
• enhanced selective oxidation forming a continuous protective layer of
chromia at lower chromium contents
• reduced growth rate of chromia after formation of protective scale
• inward diffusion of oxygen predominating the oxide growth
• reduction of voids formed at the oxide-alloy interface
• formation of smaller grains
• blocking of the transport paths, i.e. grain boundaries
• an increased scale adherence to the metal substrate
For many applications these improvements were sufficient, but in order to
reduce the vaporization of volatile chromium species other lines of thoughts
were necessary. Now the challenge was not only to fabricate an alloy forming
a protective scale on top, but also to protect this protective layer from destroying
itself during exposure to oxidizing environments. As for most of the mentioned
improvements and areas of research this challenge is under heavily investigation
to this day, and a united solution has still not been found. However, the ideas
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of adding minor elements forming new outer oxide layers covering the protective
chromia, or forming an internal scale preventing the supply of chromium to the
chromia scale, are the most commonly appreciated methods.
The first of these features can be accomplished by addition of manganese
[30][31], that tends to form an outer layer of M nCr2 O4 -spinel after diffusing
through the chromia scale. Due to the very fast diffusivity of manganese this layer
can form a continuous scale that prevents vaporization. A reduction in chromium
evaporation rate by a factor of as much as 95 has been reported for N i − Cralloys [32]. Manganese is also used for scavenging trapped sulfur impurities after
fabrication. Other positive effects of alloying with this element will be presented
later in this chapter.
In order to prevent supply of chromium to the outer chromia scale silicon can
be added forming an amorphous layer of SiO2 at the alloy-chromia interface. On
the other hand, the adherence of this silica layer is usually poor and may cause
spalling.
Titanium is usually added to vary the lattice parameter mismatch of the
different phases of the alloy during heating in order to even out strains in the
material [33]. When exposed to oxidizing environments, T iO2 tends to form
on both the alloy-chromia interface and the outer surface, preferably at the grain
boundaries [34][35].

3.1.2

Effect of water vapor

Most of the reported investigations of oxidation have been conducted in dry
atmospheres, typically air or oxygen. However, the degradation rate of chromia
forming alloys is generally influenced by the water vapor content of the oxidant
gas [36]. This is caused by an accelerated growth rate, compared to dry
environments [37]. The same effect was observed when dissolving hydrogen
into the chromium before oxidation [38]. Growth rates of chromia forming iron
based alloys are largely affected by moisturized atmospheres [7]. However, the
kinetics of the process are not completely understood, several theories have been
published. Rahmel and Tobolski [39] proposed water containing atmospheres
trapped inside voids at the alloy-oxide interface oxidized the alloy on one side
of the void and reduced the oxide on the other side forming new water molecules,
known as an H2 /H2 O-bridge. Another theory is that chromium species vaporize
from the metal substrate in the presence of water in the mentioned voids, and are
transported over and deposited at the oxide side. Dissolution of hydrogen in alloys
caused by water vapor has been reported to enhance the breakaway oxidation due
to internal oxidation of chromium [40].
Hydrogen defects have also been the target for explaining the effects of the
accelerated oxidation in water vapor holding atmospheres [41][42]. After the
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initial oxide growth hydrogen, either present in the atmosphere or as atomic
hydrogen dissolved in the metal, can form defects. In the case of p-type chromia
it is commonly expected a formation of hydroxide defects from the combination
of hydrogen species and oxygen ions following the path of
·
·
H + OX
O + h = (OH)O

(3.1)

The electron holes and hydroxide defects may be charge compensated by metal
vacancies, Eq. 2.51, and the electroneutrality may be written
000

p + [(OH)·O ] = 3[vCr ]

(3.2)

From the latter equation one may recognize that when increasing the concentration
of hydroxide defects the concentration of metal vacancies increases, which may
in turn cause a higher cation diffusivity leading to an increased growth rate. The
concentration of holes may at the same time decrease affecting the conductivity
of the oxide scale.
Water vapor in oxidizing atmospheres has also been reported to have a negative
effect on the evaporation rate of chromium species, in the meaning that an increase
of vaporization is observed in wet atmospheres [17]. Under dry conditions the
main volatile species CrO3 (g), Eq. 2.54, is released by evaporation at the
chromia-gas interface [43]. Under moist conditions the most stable vapor species
is CrO2 (OH)2 (g), Eq. 2.53 [44][45]. The loss of chromium from the surface
increases the access of unreacted metal, also increasing the degradation of the
alloy, the effect of water vapor is thereby largely dependent on the rate of which
the protective chromia layer is able to restore.

3.2

Interconnect materials

Now, we have come to the real topic of this thesis, namely interconnect materials
for proton conducting fuel cells, PCFCs. The field of PCFCs is small when
considering the amount of published literature on fuel cells in total. It is therefore
necessary to expand the basis of the literature, thus most of the discussed literature
is on interconnect materials for solid oxide fuel cells, SOFCs.
SOFCs are to a large extent similar to PCFCs. The main differences between
these two types, are the obvious difference in component materials utilized since
for PCFCs proton conducting electrolyte materials are of interest, whereas for a
SOFC the oxygen ion transport is the main property of the electrolyte. In a PCFC
the fuel gas is kept dry during operation in contrast to the SOFC, meaning that the
theoretical fuel efficiency of a PCFC is much higher than of a SOFC. Operating
temperatures are also lower in the case of a PCFC, ∼ 600 ◦ C, compared to SOFCs
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which normally operate at temperatures above 800 ◦ C. All these parameters are
important when considering materials for the components of the fuel cell stack.
During the development of fuel cells, the quest for suitable interconnect
materials has been, and still is, of great importance. Due to the extensive research
the amount of literature increases rapidly, and the vast number of reports makes it
difficult to zip the information down to a manageable size. However, by narrowing
it down a small review of the most important milestones will be presented in the
following.
Interconnect materials are exposed to severe conditions during their life time
of operation. They are constantly surrounded by wet oxidizing and reducing
atmospheres, at high and cycling temperatures. As described earlier in this
chapter, such conditions are very demanding regarding oxidation resistance of
alloys and the formation of protective scales. Furthermore, the oxide layers
formed on top of the interconnect must posses high electrical conductivity in
addition of protecting the alloy from degradation, which are generally seen as two
competing properties, Fig. 2.2. This set up a new range of demands when it comes
to adhesion and composition of the protective oxide layer. The requirements listed
in Sec. 1.1.3 constitute the background of which new interconnect materials are
fabricated and characterized, and will be treated in more detail below.
1. High electronic and low ionic conductivity.
The interconnect material must be able to handle ideally speaking all of the
electrons coming in and out of the material. A target electronic conductivity of
between 1 and 10 S/cm2 is recognized as reasonable [46]. The ionic conductance
must be very low. Any leakage of oxygen or hydrogen through the material will
reduce the performance drastically. For ceramics this means that the material
must possess a density of 100 %. In the case of metals, density is no big issue,
however dual atmosphere experiments have shown a difference of the oxidation
process compared to ordinary mono atmosphere oxidation experiments, indicating
a transport of ions and/or hydrogen species through the metal [32].
2. High mechanical and chemical stability in both reducing and oxidizing
environments.
The structure of the material must not change when exposed to reducing and/or
oxidizing environments. Such changes can give rise to mechanical stresses and
lead to crack formation and breakdown of the fuel cell. Chemical stability is
important considering evaporation of volatile species that may alter the gaseous
environment and inflict the performance of the electrodes. Stability in chemical
gradients is also important to prevail the conductivity during operation.
3. Matching thermal expansion to the other cell components.
One of the first and main properties measured for a new interconnect material
is ususally the thermal expansion. A too large difference of thermal expansion
coefficients, TEC, can lead to critical mechanical and electrical breakdown of the
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stack. The electrolyte is usually the reference material and the other materials
must posses a relatively similar TEC. Exact limit values for a deviating TEC has
not been established, but a rough estimate suggests that > 50 % difference is not
acceptable.
4. Chemically stable with regarding the other cell components.
The interconnect material should not interact with the other adjacent components
other than for obtaining electrical contact with the electrodes. Formation of
undesired oxides at the interconnect-electrode interfaces may reduce the electrical
conductivity and may also contribute to mechanical stresses in the system.
5. High mechanical strength.
Since the interconnect usually is the constructive element of the fuel cell stack,
it must posses the mechanical strength necessary to carry the load of the other
materials at high temperatures.
6. High thermal conductivity.
When operating at high temperatures, it is important that the heat is utilized
efficiently. An interconnect should therefore have a high thermal conductivity so
that the heat is evenly distributed throughout the stack. The exothermic reaction at
the cathode side will then feed the endothermic reaction at the anode with energy.
This will sustain the high efficiency of the fuel cell. Homogeneous temperature
also prevents mechanical breakdown due to difference in the dimensions of the
components.
7. Ease of fabrication and machinability.
Ease of fabrication is a key factor for keeping the price at a minimum level. Fuel
cell stack design is very important for high efficiency and performance. The
materials should therefore be easily formed into the desired shape so that the
optimum design could be used. Simple and efficient fabrication routes are also
of great importance.
8. Low cost.
The cost of raw materials has increased massively over the last few years. This
is a reminder that the price difference between materials will increase over time
and therefore it is more important than ever before to utilize largely abundant and
inexpensive materials.
Interconnect materials for high temperature fuel cells can be divided into two
main groups
• Ceramics
• Metallics
- Nickel based alloys
- Chromium holding iron based alloys
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Based on several reasons, a chromium holding ferritic alloy was selected for
characterization in this thesis, however, a short summary of the properties of both
ceramic and nickel based interconnect materials will also be presented.

3.2.1

Ceramic interconnect materials

For several decades the operation temperature of SOFCs was above 1000 ◦ C. At
such high temperatures, for many reasons, metallic materials were inapplicable,
so the more stable ceramics were practically the only type of materials possible.
The most interesting materials were highly conductive perovskites, but only a
few candidates could meet the severe demands. Lanthanum chromites have been
the most common family of materials of choice due to the relatively high p-type
conductivity in oxidizing conditions.
The conductivity of pure LaCrO3 is not sufficiently high, so the material is
usually acceptor doped using Ca and Sr [47][48]. In oxidizing environments the
effectively negatively charged dopants are charge compensated by oxidation of
electron holes, described by Eq. 3.3
0

[AccCr ] = p

(3.3)

The larger ionic radius of Cr4+ in doped LaCrO3 compared to Cr3+ when
undoped may also contribute to a higher mobility of defects and in that way also
improving the electrical conductivity [49]. However, in reducing conditions the
formation of oxygen vacancies may cause an increasing thermal expansion of the
material, that may mismatch with the other components. A complimentary b-site
doping is usually needed to adjust the TEC [47]. However, the best compromise
between good conductivity and TEC may be hard to find.
The highest conductivity of Ca and Co co-doped LaCrO3 has been measured
to be 85 S/cm at 700 ◦ C [49], however, the thermal expansion of this material was
too high for the material being considered a good interconnect candidate. Recent
development of lanthanum chromite has led to an impressive increase of the
conductivity, reporting values up to 341 S/cm at 800 ◦ C for La0.7 Ca0.3 CrO3−δ +
4wt.%Sm0.2 Ce0.8 O1.9 combined with a reasonable TEC [50].
Despite these good results this type of interconnect materials are usually
disregarded, due to its complicated fabrication2 , brittle nature, and high cost
[49]. The mechanical strength can also be poor. Some vaporization of volatile
chromium species have also been reported during heating [51][52], but chromium
species evaporation is assumed to be a bigger problem during fabrication [48].
Thermal conductivity of these materials may also be insufficient for proper
temperature distribution
2
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Metallic interconnect materials

After decades of research the introduction of anode supported SOFCs led to a
reduced operating temperature, usually estimated to be lower than ∼ 800 ◦ C
enabling the use of metallic interconnect materials. So, the complicated world of
ceramics were left by most interconnect researchers in favor of the more organized
metallic universe. Metallic materials were early seen as a tempting alternative to
the troublesome ceramics, and were initially chosen due to their general ease of
fabrication, machinability, thermal conductivity and reduced cost. However, the
demanding working environments of SOFCs required highly oxidation resistant
materials, combined with the other key properties of an interconnect, Sec. 1.1.3.
Some of the first and to some extent most logic metallic materials suggested
for SOFCs were unalloyed noble metals such as gold, platinum and silver. The
latter being the most probable candidate due to the cost of a fraction compared
to the price of the other two. Silver has also the advantages of extremely high
electronic conductivity and being relatively stable in oxidizing environments.
However, the cost was still considered too high and mechanical strength at high
temperatures together with gas tightness were too poor. This combined with a too
large TEC, silver was disregarded as interconnect material [53].
Two other good candidates came up early in the process, namely nickel based
and chromium holding iron based alloys. These are to this day still the two main
groups of promising metallic interconnect materials.
Nickel based alloys
It has long been great interest in nickel based alloys for interconnect materials.
Due to their slow oxidation kinetics, these alloys are known for their superior
oxidation resistance properties. Nickel oxidizes to N iO of which obtain a
relatively low electrical conductivity of ∼ 0.2 S/cm at 900 ◦ C [49]. By alloying,
the growth rate can be reduced together with an improvement of the electrical
conductivity of the outer scale, therefore most of these alloys contain among many
elements chromium and manganese. A nickel based alloy added chromium will
form chromia scales. The formation of chromia will reduce the reaction rates [54],
on the other hand, chromia has an even lower electrical conductivity, ∼ 0.01 S/cm
at 800 ◦ C [49].
The chromia scales will also be a source of evaporating chromium species.
Some studies of nickel based alloys have revealed that the chromia scales formed
is more or less directly exposed to the surroundings, increasing the volatilization
of chromium species [55]. Other alloys form a layer of nickel oxide, N iO, on top
of the chromia scale which becomes more and more continuous during oxidation,
and reduces the vaporization of chromium species. The problem with the outer
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nickel oxide layer is the possibility for spallation and cracking after multiple
heating cycles [55]. It is very important that the "sealing" layer over the chromiascale is continuous or else the reduction of vaporization will not be sufficient to
prevent poisoning followed by a degradation of the cathode, due to formation of
destructive Cr-holding phases [56].
The most obvious disadvantage of nickel alloys is their relatively large thermal
expansion at high temperatures [57]. Other elements such as molybdenum are
usually added attempting to adjust the thermal expansion to match the other
materials in the fuel cell.
Nickel is relatively expensive, giving another reason for a limited future of
metallic interconnect material.
The most promising nickel based alloys for interconnect materials to this day
are the Haynes 230 and 242. These alloys have been around for decades and been
used in a wide variety of applications.
Haynes 230 is recognized for its slow kinetics of oxidation [58][59]. The
formed oxide layer is dominated by Cr2 O3 , but also some (M n, Cr)3 O4 and
N iO has been detected [55][60]. Presence of (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel may improve
the ASR, however a wide range of ASR values for Haynes 230 are reported in
literature. When measured directly it has been shown that the ASR does not
linearly follow the thickness of the scale and has been measured to be ∼ 1.0 Ωcm2
after 10 000 h at 800 ◦ C in air [59]. Meaning that other reported ASR values based
on estimates of the thickness using the Eq. 3.4 may be somewhat underestimated.
ASR = ρx

(3.4)

ρ is the resistivity of the oxide, and x is the oxide thickness after oxidation.
Estimated ASR values based on formation of Cr2 O3 have been reported to
be as low as 0.098 Ωcm2 after 40 000 h of oxidation at 750 ◦ C in air [61], while
estimated values based on conductivity measurements have been reported to be
∼ 1.1 Ωcm2 after the same time of oxidation and atmosphere at 800 ◦ C [62].
Other reported results regarding the ASR is somewhere in between [55][63].
The presence of a sub-scale oxidized Al-rich phase seemed to affect neither the
conductivity nor the oxidation behavior [64].
The discontinuous outer layer of (M n, Cr)3 O4 and N iO may not be sufficient
to prevent vaporization of volatile Cr-species, however a significant mass loss has
only been detected at higher temperatures of > 1149 ◦ C [65]. Still, others suggest
that the non-parabolic oxidation behavior may be due to severe evaporation [66].
The main disadvantage of Haynes 230 is, as for most nickel based alloys,
the large TEC, which has been reported to be 15.2 · 10−6 /◦ C from 25 − 800 ◦ C
[58]. This is ∼ 50 % higher than for lanthanum niobate at the high temperature
region above the phase transition temperature of this electrolyte, ∼ 520 ◦ C [67],
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also shown in Sec. 5.2. Of this reason Haynes 230 is disregarded as a possible
interconnect material for this type of PCFCs.
Haynes 242 has a lower TEC compared to other nickel based alloys such as
Haynes 230, this is mainly due to its high level of M o content [68]. Still the TEC
of 14.0 · 10−6 /◦ C in the temperature range from 25 − 800 ◦ C, is considered too
high compared to the reference PCFC material, LaN bO4 . The content of Cr is
reduced in order to promote formation of an outer protective N iO layer preventing
vaporization and enhance electrical conductivity [69].
However, some investigations show that N iO does not form a continuous
layer on top of Cr2 O3 , and it is therefore uncertain in what degree this layer
is able to prevent evaporation of Cr-species [55]. Still no weight reduction has
been detected that confirm evaporation from this alloy. While more long term
experiments show that N iO is the dominating phase on the surface of Haynes
242 after 300 h in moist air at 800 ◦ C and that the double oxide scale formed was
much thicker than for Haynes 230 [63]. It has been suggested that even though
N iO is less stable than Cr2 O3 , Fig. 2.1, the N iO was initially formed due to the
high content of N i compared to Cr. After this outer layer was established Cr2 O3
was formed by selective oxidation [70]. The difference of TEC between N iO and
Cr2 O3 may cause spalling during thermal cycling but this has not been observed
for Haynes 242 [49]. As mentioned earlier M n diffuses rapidly through Cr2 O3
and this is the background for the formation of some (M n, Cr)3 O4 in the surface
of Haynes 242.
The measured ASR of the Haynes 242 is very good and comparable to the
Haynes 230, the resistivity is probably somewhat affected by the high conductivity
of the outer layer of N iO, and the slowly increasing ASR as a function of time
is probably mainly dictated by the increasing thickness of Cr2 O3 [55][66]. Then
again another study has reported a decreasing ASR before leveling out, whether
this is a true feature of the development of the ASR or not is hard to establish
since the phenomena has only been reported once [63]. Any estimates on the
development of the ASR during the life time operation of the interconnect has not
been found in literature, but since most investigations suggest a similar oxidation
behavior to that of Haynes 230 it is probably not too speculative to denote the same
estimates in the case of Haynes 242, thus this material may still be considered as
a promising metallic interconnect material for PCFCs.
Chromium holding ferritic alloys
Chromium holding ferritic alloys have been considered as promising from the very
beginning of the search for metallic interconnect materials for SOFCs [53][71].
From early investigations it was well known that such alloys possessed good
oxidation resistance.
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Some chromium based alloys were also investigated, but disregarded due to
their insuperable apt to evaporation.
Chromia forming ferritic alloys had also the weakness of well documented
susceptibility towards evaporation [17][72]. This was early investigated regarding
promising and already utilized ferritic alloys in SOFC environments [73]. For
materials used for other high temperature applications evaporation was mainly
seen as a disadvantage due to the increased oxidation rate and therefore reduced
durability, but for SOFCs other precautions had to be taken, namely the effect
of volatile chromium species on the other fuel cell components. It became
soon clear that these species could lead to a severe degradation especially of the
cathode due to the oxidative environment [73]. From earlier investigations there
were suggested that CrO2 (OH)2 (g) was the dominating species in wet oxidative
atmospheres and that CrO3 (g) was most abundant in dry conditions [53]. The
gaseous chromium species would migrate into the cathode material and form
different chromium phases depending on the nature of the cathode composition.
The new phases could both deteriorate the electrical properties of the cathode, and
also reduce the number of accessible cathode reduction sites, and that way degrade
the performance of the fuel cell. This is called "cathode poisoning" which still is
one of the biggest challenges regarding metallic interconnect materials. The two
main ways of attacking this problem have been either by introducing elements that
form a protective and continuous layers on top of chromia, or by coating the alloy
and in this way prevent oxidation of chromium. These methods will be discussed
later in this chapter.
Still this chromium holding ferritic family of alloys was considered more
promising or at least more realistic than their nickel based cousins, much
because of their more suitable thermal expansion coefficient [74]. From the
first attempts with commercially available metallic materials it became evident
that the materials had to be improved in order to survive long term operation in
SOFCs. Knowledge regarding the effects of reactive and minor alloying elements,
Sec. 3.1.1, was passed on into the field of interconnects. Oxide dispersion
strengthened, ODS, alloys containing Y2 O3 gave promising results with regard
to oxidation resistance due to the improved adherence of the scale [27][74][75].
These alloys formed not only chromia at the surface, but also to a large extent
alumina, of which posses a very low conductivity, ∼ 10−8 S/cm at 900 ◦ C, and
therefore undesirable at the interconnect-cathode interface [76].
One of the first investigated commercial ferritic alloys was E-Brite from
Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc., with 26 wt.% Cr and 1.0 wt.% M o as the
major alloying elements [77]. This alloy had a reasonable TEC of 11.8 · 10−6 /◦ C,
in the low temperature regime between 25 − 500 ◦ C, and proved to posses a
relatively slow oxidation kinetics [14]. The measured ASR was ∼ 0.015 Ωcm2
after 24 h at 800 ◦ C, but predictions based on further parabolic development of
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the ASR gave an estimate of ∼ 0.42 Ωcm2 after 10 000 h at 800 ◦ C of which was
considered too high [78]. Since the outer oxide layer consisted mainly of chromia,
evaporation was inevitable.
Further investigations mapped the effect of minor alloying and reactive
elements, and their influence on oxidation behavior, ASR, TEC and chromium
evaporation. A series of chromium holding ferritic alloys containing different
amounts of T i, M n, Y , M o, N i and W was investigated by several research
groups revealing some key properties and influence of the added elements,
reviewed by Zhu et al. [57]. Small additions of the reactive element Y to a
ferritic alloy of F e−25Cr−0.2Y showed a greatly improved oxidation resistance,
resulting in both reduced weight gain and scale thickness followed by a reduction
of the ASR. However, the outer oxide layer still mainly consisted of chromia, and
therefore not resolving the problem of vaporization. By adding N i to the alloy,
the surface no longer was completely dominated by Cr2 O3 , whereas a covering
layer of N iO was formed on top. This had the positive effect of reducing both the
evaporation of chromium species and the ASR, but the high TEC of both N i and
N iO was seen as a problem.
Elements such as M o, N b and W was added in order to control the TEC and
adjust it to match the other fuel cell components. All these lowered the TEC
significantly, and could therefore outweigh the effect of TEC enlarging elements
such as N i and to some extent Cr [79]. The additions of these elements also
affected the ASR to some extent. Investigations showed that N b decreased the
resistivity somewhat, while additions of M o contributed to a small increase.
Additions of T i and M n led to a significant increase of oxidation growth,
shown by weight gain, but the oxide thickness only increased for the case of
M n. However, the oxide thickness did not contribute to an enlarged ASR, on
the contrary, the ASR was at the same level as without additions of M n and same
for T i [70]. The high electrical conductivity was attributed to the formation of
M nCr2 O4 -spinel and the well conducting T iO2 or other T i-holding phases. T i
may also act as a dopant affecting the conductivity of the initially formed Cr2 O3
scale [69][80]. In addition it has been suggested that T i species promotes the
transport of M n through Cr2 O3 forming a M n2 O3 /T iO2 -phase together with
(Cr, M n)3 O4 on top. A very interesting feature is that when alloying with only
T i to F e − Cr-alloys in absence of M n no beneficial effect on the ASR was
detected [81]. Some studies show that T i has a positive effect regarding reduction
of wrinkling and cracking of the oxide scale improving adherence [74], however
in other studies this effect has not proved so obvious [81].
La also came up as a promising minor alloying element reducing the weight
gain upon oxidation. Although the chromia scale thickness was reduced, the ASR
measurements showed a negative effect.
The troublesome volatile chromium species also had to be suppressed one way
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or the other, and from this M n was suggested as a minor alloying element with
positive results, also due to the formation of (M n, Cr)3 O4 on top of the initially
grown chromia scale. Formation of a relatively continuous layer of this spinel
significantly reduced the vaporization of volatile chromium species.
Synergistic dopant interactions seemed to affect the properties of the
interconnect materials. This became apparent when studying the mentioned
additions. Summed up, combined additions of M n, T i and La had positive
effects on oxidation resistance, vaporization and ASR and from this suggested
as promising alloying elements.
During the investigations several other commercial alloys came into researchers searchlight, but based on among others, the previous presented results
several new ferritic based chromium holding interconnect materials were developed. One of these is widely agreed as one of the most promising alloy to this day,
namely Crofer 22 APU from ThyssenKrupp VDM. This alloy combines a relatively low TEC, 12.6·10−6 /◦ C in the range of RT −800 ◦ C [82], inexpensive raw
materials, mainly iron and chromium, and easy fabrication with excellent oxidation resistance, parabolic growth rate constant, kp of 2.8 · 10−14 g2 /cm4 s [83], and
ASR, 0.038 Ωcm2 after 400 h in air at 800 ◦ C [84]. However, other reports higher
growth rates, kp of 6.49 · 10−14 g2 /cm4 s [85], and ASR values, ∼ 0.08 Ωcm2 after 100 h in air at 800 ◦ C [62]. An estimate of the ASR after 40 000 h under the
same conditions is reported corresponding to 0.9 Ωcm2 that is well above the target limit of 0.1 Ωcm2 [62]. As for all stainless steels the chromium content of
Crofer 22 APU, ∼ 22 wt.%, is the key source for oxidation resistance. Chromia forms rapidly preventing further oxidation, but as concluded earlier, this is
not only a positive effect when considering interconnect materials. Consequently,
∼ 0.7 wt.% of manganese was added resulting in a covering oxide layer of highly
conductive (Cr, M n)3 O4 -spinel that also prevent vaporization to some extent. To
further improve conductivity small amounts of T i, ∼ 0.1 wt.%, was alloyed into
the material. Traces of the reactive element La, ∼ 0.1 wt.%, presented both a
contribution to the oxidation resistance and conductivity of the multilayered oxide scale.
The escape of volatile chromium species is still the main drawback of Crofer
22 APU even though investigations have shown that the chromium evaporation
from Crofer 22 APU was a factor of 3 smaller compared to one of the most
promising chromium based interconnect material, Cr − 5F e − 1Y2 O3 [86]. This
is mostly due to the fact that the spinel layer formed on top of chromia on
the surface of Crofer 22 APU is not as continuous as desired and therefore not
completely protective. The spinel itself contains chromium and may also be a
source of evaporation. The noticeable difference of TEC regarding the formed
oxides, i.e. M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4 ∼ 7.5 · 10−6 /◦ C and Cr2 O3 ∼ 9.6 · 10−6 /◦ C may
also contribute to exposure of chromia due to cracking and/or spalling resulting in
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higher evaporation rates during cycling [70].
Coating
The idea of coating materials to obtain certain properties has existed for a long
time both regarding general oxidation and interconnect research. Of this reason
the amount of literature on the subject is vast, and also because of this, only a small
part of investigations regarding Crofer 22 APU will be reviewed in the following.
By coating the surface of a material one may tailor the properties and behavior
of the material in a substantial way. When choosing the right coating material for
interconnects the oxidation resistance and/or the ASR can be greatly improved.
One way of doing this is to coat the material with an inert well conducting
component such as platinum, that stay inactive during the operating period
completely preventing oxidation of the substrate and secure good conductivity
[87]. Since most such materials, including platinum, are very expensive, this
method is not relevant in the long run when considering commercialization of
fuel cells. This is the reason why reactive coatings are under investigation. These
are coatings containing elements that react or assist a reaction in a desired way
with the substrate, oxide or adjacent components.
In some of the first coating experiments with Crofer 22 APU as the metal
substrate, perovskites played the leading role. Investigations meant for both
mapping the interactions between cathode candidate materials and interconnect,
and for improving the interconnect performance several varieties of candidate
cathode materials for SOFCs were tested by Yang [56]. These compounds
were La0.8 Sr0.2 M nO3 , LSM , La0.8 Sr0.2 F eO3 , LSF , La0.8 Sr0.2 CoO3 , LSC,
La0.8 Sr0.2 Co0.5 M n0.5 O3 , LSCM . However, the results were not convincing in
other ways than confirming that new coatings were needed, and that the individual
cathode material interact noticeably differently with the interconnect material
compared to others.
From the first investigations of Crofer 22 APU it was found that a top
layer of (Cr, M n)3 O4 -spinel was formed that supplied several positive effects,
as previously mentioned. After negative experiences regarding coating with
different perovskite cathode materials [56][87], another high conductive spinel
phase namely M n1.5 Co1.5 O4 was used as coating [84]. The thermally grown
cobalt containing spinel layer suppressed oxidation, and substantially altered
the conductivity behavior. Not only was the ASR improved from 0.038 Ωcm2
to 0.012 Ωcm2 after 400 h in air at 800 ◦ C, but the development of the ASR
showed a decreasing trend. Which also came to notice in the enhanced power
density as a function of time [84][88]. Whether this was also due to reduction of
chromium evaporation, and consequently reduction of cathode poisoning, was not
determined.
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A large series of different coatings were applied in order to improve the
performance of the interconnecting alloy. One of these was the already
appreciated oxide yttria, Y2 O3 , regarding oxidation resistance, however, this oxide
also comprise a forbidding resistivity of insulating dimensions, ∼ 1011 Ωcm at
800 ◦ C 3 . When deposited on other chromium holding ferritic substrates the
coating showed promising results both considering oxidation rate and ASR [89],
but in a later investigation when changing the substrate to Crofer 22 APU, the
ASR was increased more than five fold compared to bare alloy, from 0.072 Ωcm2
to 0.389 Ωcm2 after 100 h in air at 800 ◦ C [62]. The number of investigating
studies of different coatings escalated rapidly, including both complex oxides
and pure elements [90]. From the increasing crowd of coating candidates one
stood out as especially promising, namely the already mentioned reactive oxide
La2 O3 [91]. Investigations of Crofer 22 APU coated with this material showed
a clear improvement in growth rate, from a kp of 4.8 · 10−14 g2 /cm4 reduced to
9.0 · 10−15 g2 /cm4 at 800 ◦ C in air. XRD investigations of samples oxidized for
100 h under the mentioned conditions identified two new phases namely LaCrO3
and F eCr2 O4 in addition to the expected Cr2 O3 and (Cr, M n)3 O4 -spinel. The
new LaCrO3 phases were expected to have been doped with some iron. All these
phases combined with the improved scale adherence observed were most likely
the reason for the lowered ASR from 0.086 Ωcm2 for uncoated Crofer 22 APU
to 0.004 Ωcm2 for the coated sample. After 40 000 h the latter was estimated
to give an ASR of 0.035 Ωcm2 [91][62]. As pointed out, these results were
collected from samples only exposed to oxidative environments over a relatively
short period of time and it is therefore hard to predict the long term performance
of the components. The level of evaporation was not determined completely. Still,
it is widely agreed that Crofer 22 APU preferably coated with La2 O3 seem to be
particularly suitable as interconnect for SOFCs. However, the performance when
coupled with PCFC materials has not been investigated.
The same highly conducting phases as formed when coating with La2 O3 may
be obtained by coupling an interconnect material, e.g. Crofer 22 APU, with a Laholding cathode, however, as pointed out earlier, possible destructive phases, e.g.
SrCrO4 , are important to avoid.
Water vapor and hydrogen effect
It is always a question whether investigations conducted in a simulated environment can be transcribed into the real environment of which e.g. a fuel cell interconnect shall operate. Of this reason several dual atmosphere experiments have
been executed to map the influence on the oxidation behavior due to the different
3
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atmospheres on each side of the sample in simulated SOFC environments. Such
conditions are recognized by moist hydrogen atmosphere on the anode side of the
interconnect, and moist air on the other cathode side. The effect of dual atmosphere has proved to be substantial for several steel alloys [41][92][93]. When
considering Crofer 22 APU, studies have shown that exposure to dual atmosphere
significantly alter the oxide scale growth. After 300 h at 800 ◦ C a relatively large
amount of F eCr2 O3 and M n2 O3 was detected by XRD at the surface exposed
to air [94]. This feature increased as a function of time, leading to an accumulating amount of iron and iron holding spinel phases at the top layer of the oxide
scale [95]. Some indications of an increased ratio between (Cr, M n)3 O4 -spinel
and Cr2 O3 has also been detected. On the fuel side only phases of Cr2 O3 and
(Cr, M n)3 O4 was found by XRD in the same study. Thermal cycling revealed
that the dual atmosphere increased the consumption of metal substrate, coarsening the surface and increasing the thickness of the oxide scale, consisting of
an increased number of F e-rich nodules. The background for this difference in
oxidation behavior is addressed to dissolution and transport of hydrogen species
through the alloy from the fuel side to the oxidant side driven by the chemical
gradient. Studies have shown that steels may have sufficiently high hydrogen diffusivity to saturate the interconnect material rapidly with hydrogen species [96].
In this respect experiences discussed in a previous section, Sec. 3.1.2, when considering the influence of hydrogen species and water vapor may be noticed. One
may speculate whether the relatively large amount of iron is a result of the increased concentration of metal vacancies caused by hydrogen species shown in
Eq. 3.2, or if this is caused by other defect reactions.
The change in oxidation behavior is considered likely due to transport of
hydrogen species through the material, but the exact kinetics of the process is
not known.
Interface reactions
The oxidation process and development of an interconnect material in itself may
be fascinating and interesting, however, it is the interaction and coexistence
with adjacent materials that is by far the most important features to map when
considering new interconnect materials. Obviously, these are not completely
separate worlds, but when taking a glance at the amount of literature presenting
the latter field of investigation one may suggest that this has not been given the
just attention. Some amount of this type of important work has been done in the
field of SOFCs, and was also some of the first examples of coating interconnect
materials to surmount the obstacles previously discussed [56]. Since several
cathode candidates have been considered for PCFCs, the interface between the
cathode and interconnect materials may be decisive.
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Some of the first investigations of combining the promising Crofer 22 APU
with possible SOFC cathode materials showed a new effect on the oxidation
behavior. The already complex search for a highly oxidation resistant alloy with a
highly conductive oxide scale became even more complex when introducing other
neighboring and interfering materials into the equation. It had for some time
been known that the evaporation of chromium species degraded the efficiency
of the cathode by formation of several new chromium holding phases at the
cathode surface, i.e. SrCrO4 on the LSM-cathode [97]. But, what effects the
other elements and phases formed at the interconnect-cathode interface had on
the performance of the interconnect-cathode system were not evident. These
effects will not be processed in detail due to the reduced degree of relevance
caused by the different nature of cathode materials used for SOFCs compared
to PCFCs. Hence, the extracted results from the investigations performed are that
the nature of the cathode material substantially influence the oxidation behavior,
formation of oxides at the interconnect-cathode interface and therefore ASR [87].
These investigations showed that the performance suffered severe degradation due
to chromium poisoning of the cathode despite variable coatings with cathode
materials [86]. It also became evident that in most cases the only way of
improving the performance substantially was to deposit another layer of coating
at the interconnect-cathode interface. However, the influence of the different
cathode materials should not be forgotten since all such materials have individual
effects on the co-operation with the interconnect. It is therefore an important
element when investigating new interconnect materials to know how they interfere
with the possible cathode materials, and not only the operational behavior of the
interconnect itself. This has also been the background for this thesis, to find a
suitable metallic interconnect material for PCFCs and accordingly investigate its
performance in connection with a candidate PCFC cathode.

3.3

High temperature ESEM

One of the main tasks during the work this thesis was to observe the oxidation
process of Crofer 22 APU in-situ using high temperature environmental scanning
microscopy, HT ESEM. This is a little utilized technique for oxidation studies,
however the potential yield of such experiments is great. The historical
background for this type of investigations was that researchers wanted to eliminate
some of the uncertainties following all ex-situ observation methods. Usually
samples are heated and treated at high temperature before cooled down and
investigated ex-situ. During these processes the researcher do not know exactly
how the sample react, or when the observed changes of the sample occur. The
ideal method is therefore seen as an in-situ observation technique where new
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features are observed from their initial stages. Several in-situ techniques are
widely used today such as in-situ XRD, TEM, conductivity measurements, TG
and so on, and many instruments provide the opportunity of manipulating samples
during investigation. However, the use of HT ESEM is still very limited.
When working with HT ESEM many parameters interfere with each other
making it hard to gain a good overview. Therefore, some basic principles and
development of the technique will be presented.

3.3.1

ESEM

Since the start of electron scanning microscopy imaging of poorly conducting or
insulating samples has been a challenge due to their inherent property of electronic
charge-up [98]. Many creative ways of getting past this problem has been tried
out during several decades of microscopy, most of them involving more or less
intricate sample preparation routes and microscope operation procedures. In the
early 19700 s a group of scientists took a new approach to the charge-up problem
by modifying their SEM to work at lower sample chamber vacuum, and introduce
different gases [99]. The collisions between the introduced gas molecules and the
electron beam will ionize the gas molecules producing positive ions. These ions
will drift towards the sample and neutralize the negative charge-up of the surface.
Each gas has a certain ionization energy, and therefore different gases will have
their own set of charge neutralization properties [100][101]. From this one may
draw the conclusion that more gas will give a larger number of neutralizing ions
and therefore also better pictures, but this is only true to some extent. This was
the background for the first environmental SEMs or ESEMs.
This solution seemed ideal for preventing charge up, however, some of the
collisions will lead to scattering of the beam electrons or skirting. The skirting
effect depends on the gas pressure, P , size of gas particles, acceleration voltage
Uacc , temperature, T and working distance, d [102]. The relationship connecting
these parameters together with the fraction of the primary beam that is scattered,
Is , is given by
−k P d

Is = Ip e T Uacc

(3.5)

The scattering of both beam- and signal-electrons will reduce the resolution
because of an enlarged area of investigation and increased noise-signal ratio.
The collisions will also produce a cascade of low-energy environmental
electrons. Both the environmental electrons and signal secondary electrons
emitted from the sample will, along their path towards the detector, collide with
a number of new gas molecules making series of electrons amplifying both the
signal and background noise. It is therefore important to apply the correct
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selection of gas type, pressure, working distance and detector accelerating field
4
. Almost every diatomic gas shows a maximum yield of signal electrons as a
function of pressure or working distance [101]. This means that it is possible to
enhance the picture quality by introducing the right amount of gas or using the
correct working distance amplifying the signal more than the noise [103] .
When the ionization process is accelerated by a sufficiently strong electric
field, built up between the detector and sample, the cascade effect increases
uncontrolled resulting in a Towsend discharge or breakdown of the gas. Meaning
that the gas becomes instantly conducting plasma and an arc between the two
potentials discharges the gas, observed as a lightning-like spark or glow.
From the field of capacitors this is a well known phenomena, dependent on
the gas type and pressure, distance between the two capacitor plates, and applied
electric field as stated in Paschen’s law from 1889. The breakdown voltage, V , is
expressed as a non-linear function of pressure, P , and distance, d.
V = f (P d)

(3.6)

This theory can easily be transferred to the case of an ESEM, bringing another
parameter into the use of gas. The breakdown of gases are closely related to
the ionization energy which will affect the choice of gas type. In similarity to
literature, big differences regarding discharge of gases were observed during the
experiments conducted during the work with HT ESEM presented in this thesis.
However, when working with oxidation of metals using HT ESEM some kind of
oxidative reaction gas has to be introduced to the chamber. This limits the number
of possible gases. For most HT ESEM solutions the user has only the possibility to
introduce one gas into the chamber at the same time, as for the setup used during
the work of this thesis. Using this type of system the imaging and reaction gas is
necessarily the same and possible negative properties considering imaging cannot
be avoided.

3.3.2

Development of HT ESEM technique

Some of the first reported in-situ oxidations in a ESEM were conducted by
Castle and Hunt as early as 1976 [104]. Samples of single-crystal iron and steel
were oxidized in varying oxygen pressures at temperatures up to 400 ◦ C. After
this, several research groups joined the quest for the ideal oxidation observation
technique. However, published results were infrequent.
Years later another scientific group reported from an in-situ ESEM study of
oxidation of a Fe-Mn-Al-Si steel and compared them to results from traditional
ex-situ observations of the same material [105]. In the HT ESEM experiment
4
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the samples were heated to target temperatures in hydrogen atmosphere before
exposed to oxygen, while other samples were oxidized in air using TG. The
studies showed large discrepancies regarding the oxidation behavior of the alloy
due to the different preparation methods. However, whether these differences
came as results of the different oxidative atmosphere, pressure or as hydrogen
dissolved into the alloy, Sec. 3.1.2, was not verified. The same group also reported
some striking images of formation of nickel and copper whiskers and pyramids
observed in-situ [106].
In 2001 a new study reported on the oxidation of nickel and chromium
at 700 ◦ C in various atmospheres using HT ESEM [107]. The samples were
surrounded by a mixture of 10% hydrogen in argon up to target temperature before
exposed to oxidative environments. The study proved, by observing the oxidation
process, that presence of water vapor significantly influenced the oxide formation
on pure chromium in contrast to the process observed in oxygen. Not only did
the oxidation rate increase, but the morphology of the scale also changed from
the initial phases of oxidation. The mentioned whisker growth was enhanced by
introducing water vapor into the chamber, confirming the general assumptions that
water vapor influences the growth of chromia. The same research group presented,
somewhat later, an in-situ HT ESEM study where oxidation of iron was conducted
using the same technique [108]. The results from this work showed that oxidation
of iron also was influenced by introducing water vapor compared to oxidation in
oxygen. However, the most remarkable result reported was that when cooling the
samples after oxidation the surface significantly altered appearance. This is a clear
reminder of the weaknesses of more traditional ex-situ observation techniques.
After this several reports on oxidation of iron observed in-situ by HT ESEM
was published. One report from Appel et al. used results from this type of
experiment to present a new type of heating stage fitted with a reaction gas inlet
directly below the sample allowing use of different gases for reaction and imaging
[109]. While, a more recent study showed the influence of temperature regarding
the kinetics of the oxidation process of iron [110].
Despite these presented studies on a seemingly superior observation technique
one may speculate that either the results presented in literature are not valued as
"real" scientific results or that the technique is based on so many assumptions that
the yield is minimal compared to the effort it takes to extract useful results. Either
way, the potential of the technique is great and should be developed.
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Chapter 4
Experimental
During this thesis several ex- and in-situ characterization methods were utilized
for investigating the metallic interconnect material Crofer 22 APU from
ThyssenKrupp VDM. The chemical composition of the alloy is presented in Table
4.1 [82].

Table 4.1: Chemical composition of the ferritic interconnect alloy Crofer 22 APU.
All numbers are given in wt.%

Cr
min. 20.0
max. 24.0

Fe
C
bal.
bal. 0.80

Mn
Si
0.30
0.50 0.50

Cu

Al

0.020 0.050

P

Ti
0.03
0.20 0.20

La
0.04
0.20

Lanthanum nickelate has shown promising cathodic properties and may be
a candidate cathode for PCFCs, this material was therefore used as cathode
coupled with the mentioned interconnect material during half-cell conductivity
measurements and interface reaction investigations.
Several promising PCFC materials, including the two afore mentioned, were
investigated by dilatometry for comparison of thermal expansion behavior.

4.1

Conductivity measurements

Conductivity measurements were conducted to determine whether the interconnect and cathode systems showed satisfactorily good electrical properties over
long periods of time at high temperatures. One experiment was also executed to
reveal the vulnerability of a system towards thermal cycling.
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Instrumentation
The experiments were conducted using a ProboStatTM measurement cell from
NorECs AS. The cell consisted of a 40 cm vertical alumina support tube with
a diameter of 20 mm, upon which the sample system was mounted, Fig. 4.1
a). A quartz tube was surrounding the setup in order to retain a protected and
controllable atmosphere. The atmosphere gas was introduced through two gas
inlets located at the lower end of the cell connected to a gas mixer. All electrical
connections were also situated at the lower or cold end of the cell. The high
temperature area of the measurement cell were mounted in a vertical tube furnace
connected to a temperature controller adjusting the temperature using a PID
regulator in connection with a B -type thermocouple located close to the sample
system. Because of the furnace design some temperature gradient may be present,
the upper end of the cell was therefore mounted in the middle of the furnace where
the temperature was assumed close to isothermal. The experiments conducted

(a)

Figure 4.1:
ProboStatTM .

(b)

Mounted sample system for conductivity measurements in a

were half-cell experiments where an interconnect material sample was fitted with
a cathode material disk. A three-point measurement setup was utilized to measure
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the conductivity of the oxide layer formed between the samples.
When using this setup the component under study is fitted with a working
electrode using a hand contact connected with two wires. The other component,
preferably the "bottom" component, is connected to a center counter contact
electrode, and a reference contact electrode is placed at the rim of the sample
using a ring contact electrode, situated on top of the support tube. The working
electrode is connected to the high current, HC, and voltage, HV, connections, the
counter electrode is connected to the inner low current, ILC, and voltage, ILV, pair
connections while the reference electrode is connected to the low voltage, LV, feed
through, Fig. 4.1 b).
A Hewlet-Packard 4192A impedance spectrometer, with a measurement
frequency range of 5 Hz to 13 MHz was used for measuring the impedance of
the sample system. The range for impedance measurements was from 0.1 mΩ to
1.3 MΩ and between 1 nS up to 10 S with an accuracy of 0.1 % of reading. The
input impedance of the instrument was 1 MΩ.

Sample preparation
Powder of La2 N iO4 provided by CerPoTech was hand ground in a mortar and
pressed into pellets with diameters of 25 mm. The pellets were sintered at 1350 ◦ C
in ambient air for 3 h. After sintering electrodes of platinum paint and mesh were
mounted on one side of the cathode samples.
The acquired sheet of Crofer 22 APU were cut into ∼ 20x20x1 mm samples.
These were ground up to 1200 SiC paper and ultrasonically washed for 10 min
in alcohol. The samples were then air dried and two gold electrodes were
painted on one side of the samples to ensure good contact with the contact
electrodes in the measurement cell. Slurry of La2 N iO4 suspended in a solution
of polyvinylpyrrolidone, PVP-K15, was painted on the other side of the sample
to promote electrical contact between the cathode and interconnect materials.
The two components were then lightly pressed together and mounted into the
measurement cell, Fig. 4.1.

Measurement
When measuring the long term stability and change in conductivity, experiments
were performed at 800 ◦ C in both dry and wet air. The temperature was chosen
based on the likely maximum operating temperature of PCFCs.
Impedance spectroscopy was employed during the first long term experiment,
conducted in dry air. This technique makes it possible to separate the different
contributions to the electrical properties of an experimental setup as a function
of frequency. In impedance spectroscopy an alternating current is applied to
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the electrodes, while the magnitude and phase change of the resulting current
is measured. For this study it was interesting to determine what contribution that
dominated the resistivity of the measured system. The measured impedance of
the system is presented in a Nyquist plot where the impedance is presented by
plotting the imaginary negative impedance −X versus the real resistivity, R, both
in therms of Ωcm.
To investigate the tolerance to thermal cycling the temperature was cycling
room temperature and 800 ◦ C 10 times at ramp rates of 80 ◦ C/h for the first 5
cycles, and then 200 ◦ C/h for the remaining 5, the isothermal exposure time was
set to ∼ 100 h between each cycle.

4.2

Thermal expansion

A dilatometer is an instrument used for measuring the fractional length change
per unit rise in temperature of a material. This property is called the thermal
expansion coefficient, TEC, of the material, and its definition depends on whether
it is specified at a precise temperature noted the true TEC or over a temperature
range called the mean TEC. The former is related to the slope of the tangent
at a specific temperature in a length vs. temperature plot, while the latter is
governed by the slope of the chord between two points on this curve. Considerable
variations in the value of the TEC can occur according to the definition employed.
The definition utilized in this thesis was the mean TEC.

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the Netzsch DIL 402 C dilatometer [111].
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Instrumentation
The instrument used for dilatometric measurements was a Netzsch DIL 402C,
Fig. 4.2. This instrument is a horizontal pushrod dilatometer that can measure
the length change of materials at temperatures up to 1600 ◦ C. Measurements can
be conducted in various atmospheres provided by a connected gas mixer. The
instrument has a resolution of 0.125 nm at 500 µm measuring range 1 , and the
temperature accuracy is ±1 ◦ C up to 1000 ◦ C based on the accuracy of the S -type
thermocouple used for temperature control.

Sample preparation
The samples were cut into dimensions of ∼ 14x20 mm, and the end surfaces of the
sample plane were ground parallel and smooth perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the sample. The sample length was measured using a slide caliper rule.
The investigated materials are listed in Table 4.2
Table 4.2: Materials investigated for thermal expansion

Sample
Compound
1
Crof er22AP U
2
LaN b2 O4
3
La2 N iO4
4
70LSM − 30LaN bO4
5
60N iO − 40LaN bO4

Sample name
aws-dil-cro-001
aws-lnbo-001
aws-lno-003
mh-cathode
mh-anode

Measurement setup
The same temperature profile and calibration file were utilized for all experiments.
All experiments were conducted in a dry argon atmosphere to avoid any chemical
interference on the measured thermal expansion.

4.3

Interface reactions

The elements present at the surface of the interconnect may undergo solid state
reactions with the cathode material forming new phases at the interconnectcathode interface. These phases may affect the conductivity, and thermal and
1

Netzsch operates with a resolution of 0.125 nm/digit meaning that the digital resolution of
the instrument 1 digit corresponds to 0.125 nm of expansion
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chemical stability of the system. It is therefore important to investigate these
phases and not only the oxide layer formed on the interconnect itself. The
expected phases on oxidized Crofer 22 APU are chromia, Cr2 O3 and variations
of (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinels, the cathode material used was La2 N iO4 .

Sample preparation
Compounds of chromia, manganese oxide and lanthanum oxide were mixed in
a mortar, pressed into 13 mm diameter pellets and calcined at 1000 ◦ C for 36 h.
Four different batches were made containing equal molar amounts of compound.
Table 4.3: Mixed compounds for simulating solid state reactions at the interconnectcathode, Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4 , interface.

Sample #
Compounds
1
La2 N iO4 , Cr2 O3 , M nO2
2
Cr2 O3 , M nO2
3
La2 N iO4 , Cr2 O3
4
La2 N iO4 , M nO2

Sample name
aws-lno-cro-mno-001
aws-cro-mno-001
aws-lno-cro-001
aws-lno-mno-001

After calcining the pellets were crushed in a mortar and investigated using
XRD. The instrument utilized for XRD investigations was a Siemens D-5000.

4.4

Thermogravimetry

Thermogravimetry, TG, is one of the most commonly applied method for
investigating oxidation behavior of metals, measuring the weight gain due to
oxygen uptake as a function of time. The parabolic growth rate constants and
other information regarding oxidation of the material can be extracted from the
results provided by TG measurements. Temperature and gas composition in the
sample chamber can be changed during measuring.

Instrumentation
The specific instrument used for thermogravimetric measurements was a C.I.
Electronics MK2 microbalance with a capacity of 5 g, and an maximum
sensitivity of 0.1 µg Both sample and counterweight were suspended from the
balance arm using platinum threads, the samples were held at isothermal and
isobaric conditions in a resistive heated AC furnace, and the counter weight was
located inside a glass tube constantly at RT. The results were graphically presented
using the program LabWeigh.
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To enable use of a variety of atmospheres, the gastight thermobalance was
connected to a gas mixer controlling the composition and flow of gas through the
instrument.

Sample preparation
The samples of Crofer 22 APU had dimensions of ∼ 20x18x1 mm, measured
using a slide caliper rule. After grinding with 1200 SiC paper and ultrasonically
degreasing in methanol, the samples were suspended into the furnace at isothermal
temperature.
Table 4.4: Samples for thermograviteric measurements of oxidation of Crofer 22
APU in wet air.

Sample # Area, cm2
1
7.75
2
7.75
3
7.96

Measurement temperature Sample name
800 ◦ C
aws-tg-cro-008
◦
850 C
aws-tg-cro-009
900 ◦ C
aws-tg-cro-011

Measurement
The experiments lasted for more than 300 h under isothermal conditions, at
800 ◦ C, 850 ◦ C and 900 ◦ C in a constant atmosphere of wet air.

Resolution limitation
A relatively high level of noise of the measurements gave a calculated standard
deviation of ∼ 0.8 mg corresponding to ∼ 0.1 mg/cm2 for all the measurements.
The contributions to this may be many, e.g. alternating temperature of the furnace,
vibrations in the surroundings or due to magnetic properties of the sample.
However, the main contributions are most probably the large flow of gas and the
size and weight of the gas molecules.
Due to this high constant level of noise, only overall oxidation behavior was
considered.

4.5

Long term oxidation

A traditional way of investigating oxidation processes is to oxidize several
samples for varying time intervals, and then investigate the formed oxide scales
ex-situ using both surface and cross section characterizing techniques.
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Sample preparation
Ten samples of Crofer 22 APU with dimensions of 10x10x1 mm were ground up
to 1200 SiC, and subsequently cleaned ultrasonically in methanol degreasing the
specimens.
The samples were then inserted into a dedicated furnace on an alumina
platform. After an isothermal oxidation in wet air, provided by a gas mixer, at
800 ◦ C for varying periods of time, the samples were pulled out of the furnace
using platinum threads, and air cooled at RT.
A temperature gradient in the furnace was measured, and found to be ∼ −4 ◦ C
at 800 ◦ C at a distance of 5 cm from the middle of the furnace in both directions,
the temperature decreased rapidly towards the ends of the furnace. The samples
were therefore placed maximum 5 cm from the middle in relatively isothermal
environments.

Table 4.5: Samples of Crofer 22 APU for ex-situ investigations. Sample 1 has only
been exposed to RT and ambient air and used as reference. The rest of the samples
were oxidized at 800 ◦ C in wet air.

Number Time of oxidation
1
−
2
2min
3
5min
4
1h
5
10h
6
50h
7
100h
8
150h
9
300h
10
600h

Sample name
aws-oxi-cro-010
aws-oxi-cro-009
aws-oxi-cro-008
aws-oxi-cro-004
aws-oxi-cro-001
aws-oxi-cro-002
aws-oxi-cro-003
aws-oxi-cro-005
aws-oxi-cro-006
aws-oxi-cro-007

Characterization
XRD
XRD was conducted on sample number 8 in a survey investigation of the chemical
composition of the sample surface, but also some structural data of the oxide scale.
For this characterization a Siemens D-5000 was utilized.
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XPS
XPS is a surface chemical analysis method that can measure the elemental
composition, empirical formula, chemical and electrical state of the elements
present on the surface of a material. This information is obtained by irradiating the
sample with a beam of X-rays while measuring the kinetic energy and number of
electrons that escape from the surface of the material. Depending on the nature of
the X-ray beam and the sample the analysis depth ranges between 1 − 10 nm. The
results of the measurements are presented as a spectrum plotting counted electrons
per second vs. the kinetic energies of the electrons.
The instrument used was a Kratos Axis Ultra fitted with mono chromated
Al Kα and Ag Kα X-ray sources.
XPS was used to investigate a high resolution distribution of certain elements
on the surface, and also as a function of position in the oxide scale. By combining
these results with the oxidation time, a better understanding of the oxidation and
diffusion processes may be obtained. The elements of interest were F e, Cr, M n,
T i and La.
The surface of sample number 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 were characterized using XPS,
sample 7 was also argon etched between scans in order to obtain a depth profile
of the elemental distribution throughout the oxide scale.
No further sample preparation was done other than slightly cleaning the
samples using compressed air and mounting them on a sample holder. Confusing
results can be obtained if only some parts of the sample are grounded. In this case
the metal substrate is a perfect conductor and will have good contact to ground
if mounted on a ordinary copper sample holder, however, the outer oxide layer
has some reduced conductivity and therefore will not be in such good contact to
ground as the substrate. In order to prevent different potentials in the sample, an
insulating sample holder was used, and charge-up caused by escaping electrons
was compensated for by bombarding the sample surface with positive ions.
The C 1s peak was located at ∼ 281.9 eV, and calibrated to 285 eV. Charge
compensation of the samples showed best results at a current of 1.5 mA and an
energy of 2.8 eV.
Etching was done in 25 cycles of 30 s, each cycle etched an area of 5x5 mm.
The beam energy was set to 2 kV and beam current was 150 µA.
SEM
The instrument used during the work of this thesis was a FEI Quanta 200F
ESEM with a field emission gun equipped with several detectors making it a
very versatile and powerful tool for surface investigation. One of the advantages
with this instrument is the large interval of acceleration voltages from as low
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as 200 V and up to 30 kV. Low acceleration voltage enables investigations of
poorly conducting samples without using large amounts of imaging gas and/or
time consuming sample preparation.
The instrument used during this work was fitted with an Everhart-Thornley
detector, ETD, for secondary electrons and for backscatter electrons a solid-state
backscatter detector, SSD-BSD, at high vacuum. Under low vacuum, at pressures
between 200 − 667 Pa a gaseous backscatter detector, GSBD, would be installed,
while for detecting secondary electrons the large field detector, LFD, or gaseous
secondary electron detector, GSED, was utilized. Chemical analysis of the surface
was obtained by a energy dispersive detector, EDS/EDAX.
There are three vacuum modes of operation of this instrument. High vacuum,
HiVac, is the conventional operating mode corresponding to a chamber pressure of
10−4 Pa associated with all regular SEM usage. Both Low vacuum, LowVac, and
ESEM mode allows gas pressures of 15−4 000 Pa inside the sample chamber. The
difference between these two low vacuum modes is the use of detectors. When
working in LowVac the LFD detector is used while at ESEM mode the GSED or
GBSD. Optimal resolution of this type of instrument is ∼ 2 nm, and the highest
possible magnification is ∼ 2.5 · 106 times.
Sample 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9 in Table 4.5 were investigated using SEM,
characterizing the topography, morphology and chemical composition of the
samples, using EDS/EDAX. Cross sections of sample number 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10
were also investigated, and the thicknesses of the oxide scales measured.
The samples for cross sectioning were mounted vertically in an epoxy based
mass, before ground and polished. The thiknesses were measured using a simple
picture editor program called gimp [112].

4.6

High Temperature ESEM

ESEMs have for some decades been used as a tool providing central information
for the oxidation science. The dominating part of these results have been obtained
from ex-situ investigations of oxidized samples. More than three decades ago
a heating system for ESEMs was developed, allowing detailed high temperature
in-situ observations of oxidation reactions, Sec. 3.3.2. This may provide unique
opportunities to get a first hand understanding and view of the development of
oxide scales by observing the processes as they occur.
The high temperature system system was built up from several components
[113].
• Heating Stage Module, 1000 ◦ C or 1500 ◦ C HSM
• High Temperature Stage Controller, HTSC
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• Water Flow Box, WFB
• Heat Shield Assembly for 1500 ◦ C, HSA
• Bias Supply Controller, BSC
• High Temperature Gaseous Secondary Electron Detector, GSED
The appropriate type and amount of gas suitable for imaging or reacting with
the sample, was elected using a gas mixer and the operating software of the
instrument.
When taking the gas supply system also into account, the high temperature
assembly makes up an intricate system with a wide range of parameters affecting
the imaging and surface reaction path of the sample. A schematic drawing of the
system and how the components are connected is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the setup of the HT ESEM components for FEI Quanta
200F [113].

Heating stage
Different heating stages were used for the experiments. These are custom built
resistive heated furnaces for FEI instruments. The heated sample holder area is
6 mm in diameter on top of a platinum painted magnesium oxide crucible. The
temperature is measured using a thermocouple 2 and controlled by the HTSC.
2

The 1000 ◦ C HSM is fitted with a K-type thermocouple while the 1500 ◦ C HSM uses a B-type
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Figure 4.4: Optical image of HT ESEM heating stage at 800 ◦ C.

When heating samples to temperatures above 400 ◦ C thermal radiation of
electrons is significant. This severely affects the image. When conducting
experiments at these temperatures the HSA was mounted between the heater and
detector. This was done in order to reduce the amount of thermal electrons and
also to protect the gold GSED from direct exposure to high temperatures, of which
may degrade the performance of the detector. Some contamination of the detector
was observed after some of the experiments despite use of the HSA.
Vibrations caused by the cooling water flow running through the heating stage
also reduced the image quality, however at high temperatures, above 700 ◦ C this
contribution was not considered significant. One way of reducing the noise caused
by vibrations was by stopping the flow when obtaining images. Another way was
to place a strip of alumina paper between the crucible and heater. The latter was
done before all experiments because the crucibles would shrink after exposed to
high temperatures, and as a result it would not fit as tightly in the heater over time,
making it more vulnerable towards vibrations.
The sample bias controlled by the BSC also had a large influence on the
imaging of heated samples. This could be adjusted from −50 V to +50 V. At
high temperatures positive bias voltages were applied to decelerate the thermal
electrons, drastically reducing the effect of this type of electrons. Because of
the large minimum working distance, ∼ 15.3 mm when the HSA was mounted,
negative bias voltages were used at low temperatures accelerating the electrons
escaping the sample surface towards the detector.
The shield bias applied on the HSA, adjusted from 0 V and up to 315 V, was
also an important parameter to control when imaging. This bias draws electrons
from the sample, through a small hole in the HSA and accelerate them towards
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the GSED situated directly above. The drawn or directed electrons are mostly low
energetic secondary electrons providing better image quality 3 .

Sample preparation
The samples were cut into of suitable sizes, ∼ 3 mm diameter, and polished from
1200-grit SiC up to 6 µm with diamond fluid. They were finally cleaned with
ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min before air dried.
One of the samples were "glued" to the sample crucible using Pt-paint to avoid
vibrations and “jumping” of the sample, while the rest were placed in the sample
crucible without any further preparation.

The experiment
Samples of Crofer 22 APU were oxidized at a temperature of 800 ◦ C in water
vapor at a pressure of 667 Pa. The type of heating procedures employed were
comparable both to the "furnace-raised" oxidation of which the samples were
heated in an atmosphere of increasing pressure of oxidant gas, and the "hot bare"
method where the samples were heated to target temperature in inert or slightly
reducing environments before the oxidant was introduced.
During oxidation water vapor was regularly introduced into the chamber so
that the amount of oxidizing agent in the surrounding gas was approximately
invariable.
Images were obtained at different magnifications regularly during experiment
to record the oxidation process.
A detailed description of the experiment progress and the development of the
experimental procedure is presented in Appendix.

4.7

The gas mixer

Gas mixers are used for the purpose of controlling the gas composition
surrounding the samples during measurements. All the instruments and apparatus
used for conductivity measurements, TG, HT ESEM, dilatometry and the long
term oxidations were connected to gas mixers, although slightly different design
the basic working order were the same.
A gas mixer is a relatively simple device that distribute a chosen gas to the
wanted apparatus illustrated in Fig. 4.5. To create a flow of gas over the samples a
small overpressure is generated by a bubler filled with di-buthylphtalate. This is to
3

Secondary electrons are excited sample surface electrons due to inelastic collisions with
incoming beam electrons
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ensure that the concentration of gas molecules is constant during the experiment,
and to avoid back suction. The gas can also be moisturized, through a wetting
stage giving the gas a water vapor pressure of ∼ 0.025 atm, before introducing it
to the sample chamber.

Figure 4.5: Gasmixer utilized for providing the wanted atmospheres during
experiments.

4.8

Sources of error

Inaccuracies based on the sources of errors of each experiment and measurement
technique has not been calculated, still it is important to know these errors and be
aware of how to avoid or reduce them as much as possible.
The flow meters of the gas mixer have high uncertainties of ∼ 60 % at low
flows < 20 mm. At higher flows > 60mm the uncertainty is reduced to ∼ 5 %
[114]. During all the reported experiments, the gas utilized was not mixed with
other gases and therefore potentially inaccurate flow rates were of no significance
for the conducted measurements.
The background capacitance of the measuring setup during conductivity
measurements of 0.6 pF was considered insignificant for the measured range of
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conductivities. Also during these experiments a deviating temperature read out
could be caused by the distance between the measured sample system and the
thermocouple.
When measuring exact thermal expansion calibration of the instrument is very
important. Not only the sample will expand upon heating, but also the part
of the instrument exposed to the elevated temperatures. This was corrected by
conducting a blank measurement.
Variations of temperature may be the main source of error regarding TG
measurements. The weight read out will show the same alterations as the
temperature as a function of changing buoyancy. For some samples the change
in temperature can result in varying degree of gas uptake or vaporization, also
shown as a periodic weight change. A too low flow of gas can also cause an
uneven temperature distribution in the sample chamber resulting in a base weight
deviation 4 .

4

For a thourough introduction to the sources of error and limitations of TG measurements,
Practical thermogravimetry by Czarnecki and Sestak is recommended [115]
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Chapter 5
Results
In the following chapter, area specific conductivities, ASC, and calculated area
specific resistances, ASR, of Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4 interconnect-cathode
systems measured in both dry and wet air will be presented. One system was
put through thermal cycling, the ASC for this experiment is presented showing
the stability of the system towards thermal stresses.
The results from dilatometric measurements showing thermal expansion for
several candidate PCFC materials will also be presented and plotted as a function
of temperature. Values of thermal expansion coefficients, TEC, are calculated.
The surface elements of the interconnect and cathode surface will undergo
solid state reactions at the interface between these materials. In order to
investigate probable phases formed at this interface, compounds representing
the most abundant interface constituents were mixed and characterized by X-ray
diffraction, XRD.
Results from thermogravimetric, TG, measurements will be presented. The
values for measured weight gains due to oxygen uptake of oxidizing Crofer 22
APU give a basis for deriving values expressing the parabolic growth constants,
kp,w , for the material at different temperatures in wet air, using various equations
from the Theory chapter. These results are used for estimating thicknesses and
ASR of the oxide scales after long term operation. An Arrhenius plot of the
parabolic rate constants at different temperatures will also be presented together
with the calculated activation energy for oxidation of Crofer 22 APU.
Results from surface analysis of several long term oxidized samples will be
presented. The samples investigated had been oxidized for different time periods
in wet air at 800 ◦ C in a dedicated furnace. Cross section and surface analyses
were carried out using scanning electron microscope, SEM, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, XPS, and XRD. Although Crofer 22 APU is a well known and
extensively investigated material, it has not been reported in literature as the
subject for thourough XPS investigations before and after oxidation. This is
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therefore an interesting subject covered to some extent in this chapter.
During this study some work was done on high temperature oxidation
observed in-situ by ESEM, and the results from these experiments will be
presented.
The wet air atmosphere utilized for the reported experiments held ∼
0.025%atm water vapor at 25 ◦ C.

5.1

Conductivity

Figure 5.1 shows the area specific conductivity, ASC, of two interconnectcathode, Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4 , systems measured at 800 ◦ C, in dry and wet
air.

Figure 5.1: Area specific conductivity as a function of time for the interconnectcathode, Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4 system measured in wet and dry air at 800 ◦ C.

The two curves behaves relatively similar, and the ASC of both systems
increases as a function of time. However, the system measured in wet atmosphere
shows generally higher conductivity compared to the dry measurement, showing
that the water vapor has an enhancing effect on the conductivity. The highest
measured ASC was 10.02 S/cm2 after 359 h in wet air, corresponding to an
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ASR of 0.09 Ωcm2 . The highest ASC in dry air, 6.84 S/cm2 corresponding to
0.15 Ωcm2 , was measured after 423 h.
As seen from Fig. 5.1, the ASC for the sample measured in wet atmosphere
show a relatively sharp and abrupt decrease after ∼ 360 h. This may be caused by
formation of cracks between the interconnect and cathode material, due to aging
or mechanical stresses, drastically reducing the electrical contact.
An impedance sweep was conducted after 476 h at 800 ◦ C in dry air, and the
spectrum obtained is presented in Fig. 5.2. As seen from the figure, the real

Figure 5.2: Impedance spectroscopy of Crofer 22 APU and La2 N iO4 -cathode
system after 476 h in dry air at 800 ◦ C.

resistance does not change as a function of frequency, and only draws an almost
straight vertical line. Using a deconvolution program, EqC [116], an equivalent
circuit consisting of a simple L-R 1 circuit gave the best fit to the experimental
data. This means that the system was dominated by electronic conductivity,
and that there was only one substantial contribution to the resistance namely the
interface between the interconnect and cathode material. This was expected since
the conductivity of La2 N iO4 is estimated to be ∼ 45.5 S/cm at 800 ◦ C and the
1

An inductor and one resistance in series.
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conductivity of Crofer 22 APU is given as ∼ 9.1 · 103 S/cm at 700 ◦ C [117][82].
The resistance of the system is equal to where the linear regression of the spectra
crosses the x-axis, 0.126 Ωcm equivalent to 7.93 S/cm. This coincide well with
the last measured conductivity of 7.95 S/cm at 1 kHz directly before the sweep
was conducted. In Fig. 5.2 the 1 kHz-point is located on the plotted line and
thereby evaluated to be representative. The negative imaginary impedance values
may be assigned to the inductive contribution of the measurement setup as a result
of the high conductivity measured.
Impedance spectroscopy revealed only one ohmic contribution dominating at
all frequencies. Since this coincided well with the measured conductivity at 1 kHz
this investigation technique was not emphasized further during this thesis.
In order to investigate the vulnerability towards thermal cycling, one sample
system was put through 10 temperature cycles. Temperature cycled 800 ◦ C at a
ramp rate of 80 ◦ C/h the 5 first cycles, and 200 ◦ C/h for the remaining. The
isothermal segment between each cycle lasted ∼ 100 h. Figure 5.3 shows that
the measured conductivities at the isothermal segments increased as a function of
time, as for the other conductivity measurements, Fig 5.1.
Showing no signs of weakening of electrical contact between Crofer 22 APU
and La2 N iO4 during thermal cycling, the isothermal increase of the conductivity
in a cycle started approximately at the same level as before cycling. Consequently
the highest measured ASC of 13.8 S/cm2 was taken from the last measured point
at 800 ◦ C. The thermal cycling had seemingly no destructive effect on the system.
Hence the conductivity measured for the cycling experiment continued to increase
after ten cycles and a total of 2 000 h. Before terminating this experiment the
temperature was rapidly increased to 900 ◦ C resulting in a new highest measured
conductivity of 15.6 S/cm2 corresponding to an ASR of 0.064 Ωcm2 .
The conductivity increased as a function of temperature at a total average of
∼ 6.0 · 10−3 S/cm2 ◦ C, however, the main increase of conductivity was above
470 ◦ C, with an average of ∼ 11.0 · 10−3 S/cm2 ◦ C. At RT the area specific
conductivity was 5 − 11 · 10−4 S/cm2 .

5.2

TEC

The thermal expansion of several candidate PCFC materials, including Crofer
22 APU, was measured and plotted as a function of temperature, Fig. 5.4. All
measurements were conducted in an atmosphere of dry argon.
From these measurements the mean TEC of the materials have been calculated
and listed in Table 5.1.
For all materials containing lanthanum niobate a break in the slope was
observed, likely caused by the well known phase transition of this material
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Figure 5.3: Area specific conductivity of a Crofer 22 APU and La2 N iO4 -cathode
system during thermal cycling, RT - 800 ◦ C in wet air.

Table 5.1: Mean TEC for investigated PCFC materials. Calculated from RT - T and
from Phase transition temperature, PTT, of LaN bO4 , ∼ 520 ◦ C up to 1000 ◦ C. The
deviation is calculated in the high temperature region above PTT.

Material
LaN bO4
Crofer 22 APU
Haynes 242
La2 N iO4
60N iO − 40LaN bO4
70LSM − 30LaN bO4

TEC, ·10−6 /◦ C (RT - T)
100 300 500 900
11.8 15.1 15.6 12.9
9.1 11.6 12.3 13.7
9.6 14.2 14.7 17.8
11.6 15.1 15.2 15.5
11.6 15.0 15.6 14.7
11.1 14.0 14.4 13.2

TEC
∆ TEC
PTT → PTT →
9.8
16.3
66 %
18.8
91 %
16.2
65 %
13.5
38 %
12.1
23 %

changing from tetragonal to monoclinic structure ∼ 520 ◦ C.
All materials seemed to show a thermal expansion in relatively good
agreement with each other at lower temperatures. However, after the phase
transition of the lanthanum niobate holding materials the differences increased.
The sharp change of thermal expansion was situated in the high temperature
region where most materials show an increasing TEC, Table 5.1. This was clearly
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Figure 5.4: Thermal expansion curves for candidate PCFC materials measured in
dry argon.

the case for the nickel based Haynes 242, the relatively large deviation of both
Crofer 22 APU and La2 N iO4 may also be critical when considering candidate
PCFC components.

5.3

Interface reactions

The samples prepared by solid state reactions between mixed components, likely
present at the interconnect-cathode interface, Table 4.3, were investigated using
XRD. This was done to get an indication of the phases formed at the Crofer
22 APU-La2 N iO4 interface during operation. The mixed materials and phases
detected using XRD are listed in Table 5.2.
Sample 1 may be the most representative sample due to the content including
all the expected main elements at the interconnect-cathode interface. However,
the XRD pattern of this sample was difficult to interpret precisely due to the large
number of peaks. Very little of the native compounds were unreacted as a result
of the long exposure time. The sample was dominated by different (M n, Cr)3 O4
phases, that were difficult to distinguish from each other, N iO also shared some
peaks with these phases. Any substantial La holding phases, other than unreacted
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Table 5.2: Phases identified by XRD analysis showing phases formed by solid state
reaction of mixtures of several components simulating the present compounds at the
interconnect-cathode interface.

Sample Components XRD phases
1
La2 N iO4
M nCrO4
M nO2
M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4
Cr2 O3
CrM n1.5 O4
La2 O3
N iO
2
M nO2
M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4
Cr2 O3
CrM n1.5 O4
M n2 O3
3
La2 N iO4
LaCrO3
Cr2 O3
4
La2 N iO4
LaN iO3
M nO2
La2 N iO4

ICDD card #
33 − 0893
33 − 0892
44 − 0909
22 − 0369
04 − 0835
33 − 0892
44 − 0909
24 − 0508
33 − 0701
33 − 0711
34 − 0314

La2 N iO4 , were not detected, only small amounts of La2 O3 .
The dominating phase of sample 2 was M n2 O3 , but also this sample held
several (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel phases.
The investigation of sample 3 revealed a large dominance of LaCrO3 , and by
this indicating that the formation of this relatively good conductive ceramic may
be possible at the interface.
Sample 4 showed some amount of unreacted La2 N iO4 together with
LaN iO3 .

5.4

Thermogravimetry

Thermogravimetric measurements were conducted to monitor weight change of
the samples during oxidation.
The presented data in this section will be focusing on the overall and long term
oxidation processes.
Figure 5.5 shows the weight increase as a function of time during isothermal
oxidation of Crofer 22 APU at 800 ◦ C, 850 ◦ C and 900 ◦ C in wet air at atmospheric
pressure.
All these oxidation behaviors were treated as parabolic and the weight related
parabolic rate constants, kp,w , for the different measurements were deduced and
listed in Table 5.3, the equations used for these calculations can be found in Sec.
2.3. The integration constants, C, suggests the initial conditions of oxidation.
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Figure 5.5: Weight gain of Crofer 22 APU at 800 ◦ C, 850 ◦ C and 900 ◦ C in wet air
under atmospheric pressure.

Table 5.3: Weight related parabolic rate constants for Crofer 22 APU isothermally
oxidized in wet air.

Temperature, ◦ C
kp,w , g2 /cm4 · s
800
2.94 ± 0.04 · 10−14
850
7.99 ± 0.09 · 10−14
900
26.53 ± 0.68 · 10−14

C, g2 /cm4
−2.16 · 10−5
2.51 · 10−5
−6.09 · 10−5

0
, cm2 /s, were calculated
From the values listed in Table 5.3 values for kp,w
based on the assumption that the oxide scale dominated by the growth of
M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4 , with a density of 4.9 g/cm3 . The thicknesses after 10 000 h and
50 000 h of oxidation were estimated from these constants, presented in Table 5.4.
Based on a resistivity of 20 Ωcm for M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4 expected ASR values at the
same times of oxidation were also estimated, presented in Table 5.4 [62].
All of the estimated ASR values for the oxide scales are lower than or similar
to the commonly required limit of 0.1 Ωcm2 for interconnect materials [46].
Cross section investigations of the sample measured by at 800 ◦ C showed a
thickness of ∼ 1.1 µm after 282 h of oxidation in wet air. This corresponds to an
estimated kp,w of ∼ 2.2 · 10−14 g2 /cm4 s based on an expected dominant growth
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Table 5.4: Estimated thicknesses and ASR based on the dominating formation of
M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4 formed on Crofer 22 APU isothermally oxidized in wet air.

Temperature, ◦ C

0
, cm2 /s
kp,w

800
850
900

1.47 ± 0.02 · 10−14
3.99 ± 0.04 · 10−14
13.26 ± 0.33 · 10−14

Thickness, µm
10 000 h 50 000 h
7.7
16.4
11.5
25.8
22.8
50.9

ASR, Ωcm2
10 000 h 50 000 h
0.015
0.033
0.023
0.052
0.046
0.102

of M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4 .
From the slope of Fig. 5.6 plotting the log10 kp,w vs. 1/T in an Arrhenius
type plot, the activation energy for the oxidation was calculated to be 131.2 ±
11.3 kJ/mol.

Figure 5.6: Arrhenius plot of weight related parabolic rate constants.

5.5

Long term oxidation

Ten samples of Crofer 22 APU were oxidized in wet air at 800 ◦ C, Table 5.5
and 4.5. A selection of these samples were investigated and characterized
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using a variety of different surface characterization methods, as described in the
following.
Table 5.5: Samples of Crofer 22 APU oxidized in wet air at 800 ◦ C for varying
periods of time.

Sample #
Oxidation

5.5.1

1
2
- 2 min

3
4
5 min 1 h

5
6
10 h 50 h

7
8
100 h 150 h

9
10
300 h 600 h

XRD

As a survey investigation the surface of sample 8 was characterized using XRD.
Identified phases are listed in Table 5.6 below. The dominating phases are
Table 5.6: Phases identified by XRD analysis on the surface of Crofer 22 APU,
oxidized in wet air at 800 ◦ C for 150 h.

XRD phases
M nCrO4
M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4
Cr2 O3

ICDD card #
33 − 0893
33 − 0892
38 − 1479

chromia, Cr2 O3 , and different compositions of M3 O4 -spinels where M can be
Cr, M n and/or F e. Due to the similarity of ionic radii of the three probable
cations it was difficult to establish the exact chemistry of the spinel phase.
However, based on the rapid transport of M n through chromia, this was evaluated
to be the most likely element of the three.

5.5.2

XPS

Figure 5.7 shows Al Kα excited XPS survey spectra for sample 1, 3, 4, 5, and
7 listed in Table 5.5. The various elemental features are marked. Relatively
high carbon peaks indicate some organic contamination of the surfaces. High
resolution spectra for some selected elements are presented in Fig. 5.8.
The large amount of F e present at the surface of the pure unoxidized surface,
sample 1, was due to the fact that F e is the balance of Crofer 22 APU. Most of the
surface F e was in oxidized form, indicated by the large F e 2p 3/2-peak, but also
as some amount of metallic F e is indicated by the shoulder of the mentioned peak,
Fig. 5.8 a). Although after 5 min oxidation time, sample 3, the surface dominance
was lost to Cr.
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Figure 5.7: XPS survey scans of Crofer 22 APU oxidized at 800 ◦ C in wet air.
Unoxidized sample at the bottom, longer oxidation time towards the top, Table 5.5.

Cr, represented by the Cr 2p peaks, Fig. 5.8 b), was the dominating element
at the surface of all the oxidized samples. The left split of the Cr 2p 3/2-peak,
for sample 3, 4, 5 and 7, is Cr3+ in the form of Cr2 O3 , while the right split
indicates (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel. The small shoulder of the Cr 2p 3/2-peak in the
spectrum of the unoxidized sample 1 indicates metallic chromium at the surface,
however, the Cr 2p 3/2-peak itself suggests relatively large amounts of oxidized
chromium. The large shoulder on the left side of the main Cr-peak for sample
3, indicates a higher valence chromium species, e.g. Cr6+ found in CrO3 , or in
some non-stochiometric form of (Cr, F e, M n)3 O4 -spinel.
The amount of M n, represented by the M n 2p peaks, Fig. 5.8 c), also
increased rapidly upon oxidation. From only traces at the unoxidized surface,
sample 1, this element reached a significant level of ∼ 20 at.% already after 1 h of
oxidation, sample 4. This confirms an expected shift in the oxidation process
after some time, changing from the initial phase dominated by the growth of
chromia, Cr2 O3 , to continued oxidation with formation of other oxides mainly
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.8: Detailed scans of the oxidized surface of Crofer 22 APU. Showing a) Fe
2p, b) Cr 2p, c) Mn 2p and d) Ti 2p peaks. The spectrum of the unoxidized sample, 1,
is shown at the bottom, while longer oxidation periods is presented towards the top.
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(M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinels, shown by the large M n 2p 3/2-peak. This may be the
reason why the spectra of sample 4, 5, and 7 are so similar to each other compared
to the two first spectra of sample 1 and 3. For sample 7 a small split of the
M n 2p 3/2-peak is observed. Indicating that M n was also present at the surface
as some M nOx after long term oxidation, together with the spinel.
Figure 5.8 d) shows the increasing amount of T i on the surface with oxidation
time. From nearly absent, it reached a detectable level after 1 h of oxidation.
The large T i 2p 3/2-peak suggests that this element was present at the surface in
oxidized form, likely T iO2 .
The amount of La was generally disregarded. Only some small and nearly
constant amounts of this reactive element were detected on the surfaces of all the
samples. The quantitative amounts of La were largest for samples 4 and 7.
Sample 7 was etched by argon ion sputtering. After each etching a survey
scan was recorded together with detailed scans over the energies of the F e 2p,
Cr 2p, M n 2p, La 3d, T i 2p and O 1s peaks, shown in Fig. 5.9 and 5.10. Peaks
representing lower energetic electrons were not investigated since these are easily
ionized by sputtered argon ions.
It is evident that the full thickness of the oxide scale was not penetrated since
the O 1s peak is still observed after the last etching cycle, Fig. 5.9. Before etching,
a shoulder is observed on this peak which disappears after the first etch period.
This indicates that oxygen was bonded to carbon contamination at the surface.
The shift of the O 1s peak throughout the investigation may be due to changing
bonding nature at the different depths of the scale, or an ionization effect caused
by argon sputtering.
The quantitative amounts of F e seemed in general negligible throughout the
investigation, Fig. 5.10 a). This also confirms that the entire oxide scale was not
penetrated by etching.
As seen in the investigation before etching, Cr dominated the surface as the
main oxide former. Not surprisingly the amount is nearly constant as a function
of depth into the scale, Fig. 5.10 b), quantitative analyzes gave amounts of
67 − 80 at.% throughout the scale. Both of the dominating oxides, Cr2 O3 and
(M n, Cr)3 O4 has Cr as one of their main building blocks and therefore the
content of Cr will not differ much until the pure metal, containing ∼ 22 at.%
Cr, is exposed. The widening of the peaks and loss of details were likely caused
by the sputtered argon ions.
The amount of M n identified by the M n 2p peaks, Fig. 5.10 c), was settling
on a level of 17 − 20 at.% distributed throughout the scale. It may be suggested
a small increase of the M n content as the depth into the scale was increased, but
this is difficult to confirm due to the widening of the peaks.
T i, identified by the T i 2p peaks showed a significant increase towards the
outer part of the oxide scale, Fig. 5.10 d). The quantitative content increased
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Figure 5.9: Survey scans of argon etched oxidized Crofer 22 APU, sample 7 oxidized
for 100 h. Each scan represents one etching cycle. Spectrum at the bottom is from the
unetched surface, while increasing number of etching cycles are presented towards
the top.

towards the outer part of the scale from ∼ 0.1 at.% after the last etch cycle to
about ∼ 6.8 at.% before the first etching takes place. This may be due to a rapid
transport of T i along the high diffusivity paths, grain boundaries, through both
Cr2 O3 and (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel.
The amount of La is relatively modest in all the spectra and is not presented
in the figure, but a small accumulation of La was observed at the surface of the
unetched surface of the sample.

5.5.3

SEM

The surfaces of sample 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9, listed in Table 5.5 and 4.5, were
investigated using SEM.
The sample only exposed to room temperature and ambient air, sample 1,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.10: Detailed scans of the oxidized and etched surface of Crofer 22 APU.
Showing a) Fe 2p, b) Cr 2p, c) Mn 2p and d) Ti 2p peaks. Unetched sample surface
at the bottom, increasing number of etching cycles towards the top of the figure.
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showed no signs of oxide formation. Marks and stripes from grinding and sample
preparation were the only noticeable characteristics of the surface. EDS analysis
gave approximately the same elemental content as given in the data sheet of the
alloy [82].
The images obtained from sample 3, Fig. 5.11, revealed a completely
different morphology of the surface. A rapid initial oxidation had occurred
forming whiskers of chromia with lengths of ∼ 1 µm and widths of less that
0.1 µm, covering the most of the surface. EDS analysis showed a slight increase
of chromium compared to the unoxidized sample 1 along with some traces
of titanium and manganese. Despite the change in morphological appearance
of the surface, the dominating element detected by EDS was still iron. The
reason for this was most likely that the short oxidation time, 5 min, had only
resulted in a thin and discontinuous oxide scale easily penetrated by the electrons
used for EDS analysis. In Fig. 5.11 a) the substrate surface is clearly visible
between areas of extended whiskers growth. At higher magnifications the chromia
whiskers appeared to have the shape of flakes rather than needles, Fig. 5.11 c).
Pictures taken with the SSD show some dark areas on the surface, Fig. 5.11
d). The composition of these areas showed a larger concentration of chromium,
∼ 33 at.%, and manganese.
After one hour of oxidation, sample 4, the morphology had again changed
character. Coin like flakes or cubes, as seen in Fig. 5.12, had taken over as
the dominating feature of the surface at the cost of the previous needle like
structures. Whether this was a result of the evolution of the whiskers or a new
species taking form was not verified. These cube shaped structures were ∼ 1 µm
long and ∼ 0.5 µm wide, Fig. 5.12 c). The overall composition of the surface,
investigated by EDS, still showed a dominance of iron followed by an increasing
amount of chromium. EDS analysis of a spot on one of the cubes revealed even
larger amounts of chromium and manganese confirming the suspicion that the
overall iron content was detected from the substrate beneath the oxide scale, even
though the characteristic features of the substrate was already on the verge of
disappearing, Fig. 5.12 a). Some white areas scattered around the surface were
detected with the SSD, Fig. 5.12 d), showing a large amount of iron compared to
the overall composition, suggesting uneven thickness of the oxide scale.
Further oxidation did not severely alter the appearance of the surface, only
enhancing the already observed features, Fig. 5.13. Up to 300 h of oxidation,
sample 9, Fig. 5.13 c), the main morphology was similar to that of sample
4 oxidized for 1 h, Fig. 5.12. However, the tendency of forming a scattered
distribution of relatively large pyramidal structures, seemingly growing by
fusioning of the cubical grains, was increasing as a function of oxidation time,
Fig. 5.13 d).
The overall composition investigated by EDS followed the same trend of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.11: SEM images showing the surface of sample 3, oxidized for 5 min at
800 ◦ C in wet air. Showing a) overview ETD image, b) and c) more detailed ETD
images, and d) SSD backscatter image. Using an acceleration voltage of 20 kV in
HiVac-mode.

increasing amount of chromium as a function of oxidation time. For sample 5
the chromium content was measured to be 38 at.% increasing up to 59 at.% for
sample 9. The amount of manganese increased from 4.5 at.% at the surface of
sample 5 and up to 20 at.% at sample 9.
Only small traces of iron were detected when analyzing the chemistry of
the top of the largest structures on the surface of samples 5, 7 and 9, while
almost equal amounts of chromium and manganese completely dominated the
elemental composition. Some increase of titanium content was also detected in the
structures, together with small amounts of lanthanum. SSD observations indicated
still some white areas as mentioned earlier, especially on sample 5. EDS analysis
of one of these areas showed an accumulation of chromium with a content of
∼ 71 at.%, the iron content was at ∼ 22 at.% and ∼ 6 at.% manganese. The
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.12: SEM images showing sample 4, oxidized for 1 h at 800 ◦ C in wet air.
Showing a) overview image using ETD, b) and c) more detailed ETD images and d)
SSD backscatter image. Using an acceleration voltage of 20 kV in HiVac-mode.

morphology of these areas did not seem to differ significantly from that of the rest
of the sample, Fig. 5.13.

5.5.4

Cross sections

Cross sections of sample 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10 were investigated in SEM in order to
determine the thicknesses of the oxide scales formed on the samples, Table 5.7.
The accuracy of the thicknesses can be discussed. However, the values reported
are based on averages from several areas of the samples, and gives an idea of the
scale thickness development.
The thicknesses listed in Table 5.7 are plotted in Fig. 5.14 showing scale
thickness development as a function of oxidation time.
The formation of the oxide scale followed a parabolic behavior, as shown in
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.13: SEM images using ETD showing morphology of Crofer 22 APU
samples oxidized at 800 ◦ C in wet air. a) sample 5 oxidized for 10 h, b) sample
7, 100 h, c) sample 9, 300 h and d) detailed image of cubical formation on sample 7.
Using an acceleration voltage of 20 kV in HiVac-mode.

Table 5.7: Measured thicknesses of oxide scales formed on Crofer 22 APU after
exposed to wet air at 800 ◦ C for a varying number of hours.

Sample
4
5
7
9
10

Time of oxidation, h
1
10
100
300
600

Thickness, µm
∼ 0.2
∼ 0.3
∼ 0.5
∼ 0.7
∼ 0.9

Fig. 5.14. The estimated thickness related parabolic growth rate constant, kp,t ,
based on this fit is 2.36 · 10−15 cm2 /s. Based on a parabolic fit the thicknesses of
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Figure 5.14: Plots presenting the thickness of oxide scales on Crofer 22 APU
measured after varying times of oxidation. Development of the scale thickness as
a function of time.

the scales have been estimated for 10 000, h and 50 000 h of operation. Expected
ASR values were based on the assumption that the oxide scale was dominated by
M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4 , Table 5.8 [62].
Table 5.8: Estimated thicknesses and ASR based on the dominating formation of
M nCr2 O4 formed on Crofer 22 APU isothermally oxidized in wet air.

10 000 h
Thickness, µm
3.1
2
ASR, Ωcm
6.2x10−3

5.6

50 000 h
6.7
13.4x10−3

High Temperature ESEM

Images obtained during HT ESEM in-situ oxidation are here presented as results
of an experimental process. The observations described in this section are not
taken from one specific experiment, but are rather general readings of a collection
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of HT ESEM investigations. However, the images presented are all taken from
only one specific experiment showing oxidation of Crofer 22 APU.
After heating the samples in 10% hydrogen in helium atmosphere up to target
temperature of 800 ◦ C, 667 Pa of water vapor was introduced into the chamber.
The alloy showed rapid nucleation and growth of oxide scale when exposed to
these conditions. The first pictures of the formed oxide was taken after ∼ 2 min
of oxidation. Images describing the reported results are shown in Fig. 5.15, 5.16
and 5.17.
The initial phase of oxidation occurred before imaging was possible. Whether
this head-start oxidation happened during heating, or in the time window between
exposing the sample to oxidative atmosphere and obtaining an image with a
sufficient high resolution, is difficult to determine.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.15: Overview images of oxidation of Crofer 22 APU at 800 ◦ C in 667 Pa
of water vapor with, images obtained with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV using
GSED, recording the oxide scale growth in-situ. Time of oxidation a) 7 min, b)
39 min, c) 102 min and d) 150 min.
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The first visible results of the oxidation process were the expected formations
of whiskers observed as small white needles. These whiskers were evenly
distributed over the sample after only minutes of oxidation, Fig. 5.17 a). The rapid
oxidation fortifies the suspicion that these whiskers were results of easily formed
chromia. The size and number of whiskers increased steadily during oxidation.
Already in the first image obtained some accumulation of the mentioned whiskers
were observed following what is believed to be grain boundaries, Fig. 5.15
a). This feature was enhanced during the process. The lengths of the initially
observed whiskers were below 0.5 µm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.16: Detailed images covering the oxidation Crofer 22 APU at 800 ◦ C in
667 Pa of water vapor, images obtained with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV using
GSED, recording the oxide scale growth in-situ. Time of oxidation a) 2 min, b)
34 min, c) 90 min and d) 151 min.

After ∼ 10 min of oxidation the formation of small cubical white spots located
among the whiskers were observed. From ex-situ investigations, presented
earlier in this chapter, such features have been identified as the initial phase of
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(M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel formation. The amount of cubes increased with oxidation
time suppressing further growth of chromia whiskers, and became the dominating
surface features after ∼ 40 min, Fig. 5.17 b). No preferential location was
identified, and the structures seemed evenly distributed over the whole of the
observed area. The lengths and widths of the cubical formations were below
0.2 µm.
When the sample had been exposed to oxidizing environments for ∼ 80 min
a new type of structure originated on the surface. These were large formations of
multiple "blades" towering above the surface with a size of ∼ 1.0 µm, Fig. 5.17
d). This type of features scattered the surface with some preference of location
following the fast diffusion paths of grain boundaries. The size and number
of this type of structure increased also during oxidation. Ex-situ investigations
have characterized a relatively similar type of formation as some variant of
(M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel.
Apart from the formed oxide structures, large changes of the morphology of
the surface were not observed. Only some roughening of the surfaces was seen
after an exposure time of ∼ 2.5 h, Fig. 5.16 d). No spallation of the oxide scale
was detected during oxidation or after cooling.
The effect of gas type used during heating on the following oxidation
process of the samples was not sufficiently investigated to give any substantial
information.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.17: Detailed images of oxidation of Crofer 22 APU at 800 ◦ C in 667 Pa
of water vapor with, images obtained with an acceleration voltage of 30 kV using
GSED, recording the oxide scale growth in-situ. Time of oxidation a) 3 min, b)
40 min, c) 91 min and d) 152 min.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
All the directly material related requirements for interconnects listed in Sec. 1.1.3,
especially number 1−4, combine into the demand for high and stable conductivity
over the interconnect-electrode systems during long term operation of a fuel cell.
These properties are therefore important to investigate when studying a promising
interconnect material.
During the work of this thesis, several methods were utilized to investigate and
characterize the metallic interconnect material, Crofer 22 APU, and its working
behavior when coupled with a candidate cathode material, La2 N iO4 . Long
term conductivities of interconnect-cathode half-cell systems were measured at
a typical fuel cell operating temperature of 800 ◦ C in dry and wet air, Fig. 5.1.
These investigated systems showed promising results displayed in increasing area
specific conductivities, ASC, as a function of time, however a breakdown of
the system operating in wet atmosphere occured after ∼ 360 h. An impressive
stability of one of the systems was shown during thermal cycling, Fig. 5.3. The
conductivity of this system continued to increase after each cycling, showing no
signs of weakening of the contact between the interconnect and cathode materials.
In this chapter the development of the measured conductivities over the Crofer
22 APU-La2 N iO4 systems will be discussed on the basis of the conducted
investigations. This discussion will be divided into two main parts discussing
the two governing processes dominating the increasing conductivity.
1. The oxidation processes of the interconnect material, Crofer 22 APU.
2. Interface reaction processes between the interconnect and the cathode
material, Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4 .
The stability and conductivity of the system put through thermal cycling will
be discussed in a separate section.
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Development and experiences of high temperature in-situ ESEM experiments
will also be discussed separately. The results from these experiments concerning
the oxidation process of Crofer 22 APU will however be included in the general
discussion.

6.1

Oxidation behavior of Crofer 22 APU

Previously in this thesis, Sec. 3.2.2, it has been pointed out some difference
between reported parabolic growth rate constants for Crofer 22 APU, the values
found during this thesis have been considered to be somewhere within this range.
When oxidized in wet air at 800 ◦ C the calculated weight related parabolic
growth rate constant, kp,w , was found to be 2.94 · 10−14 g2 /cm4 s based on
thermogravimetry, Table 5.3, in comparison to the kp,w of 2.8 · 10−14 g2 /cm4 s
under dry conditions at the same temperature reported by Antepara et al. [83].
The difference between these two values is considered not to be significant.
The activation energy for oxidation of Crofer 22 APU was found to be
relatively low, 131.2 ± 11.3 kJ/mol, Sec. 5.4 and Fig. 5.6, compared to that of
e.g. chromia formed on pure chromium, 261 kJ/mol [7] or on a typical stainless
steel, AISI 439, 237 kJ/mol [118]1 . The low activation energy may be associated
to the content of manganese, which is easily oxidized, Fig. 2.1.
The low parabolic growth rate constants of Crofer 22 APU indicate a high
resistivity towards oxidation, which is seen as one of the key properties for
obtaining a sufficiently high conductivity during operation. This is mainly due
to the general assumption that the thickness of the oxide scale formed during
oxidation is directly related to the conductivity. Although the previous statement
can be argued, when considering metallic interconnect materials the conductivity
of the oxide scale is many order of magnitude lower than that of the interconnect
itself, a thick oxide layer can therefore result in an unacceptable degradation of
the fuel cell performance.
Since the low activation energy is determined based on the parabolic growth
rate constants calculated from TG measurements of Crofer 22 APU, Table 5.3, it
may be suggested that the parabolic growth rate constants at higher temperatures,
850 ◦ C and 900 ◦ C, are too low. A small apparent oxygen uptake measured during
oxidation may be due to a simultaneous mass loss caused by evaporation of
volatile species of the sample. This will be discussed later in this section.
Thicknesses estimated from the measured weight gain, Table 5.4, suggest
acceptable values after long term operation, and the estimated ASR values are
within the range of the commonly required limit for interconnect materials of
1
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0.1 Ωcm2 during the fuel cell lifetime [46]. The estimated thickness after 282 h
based on the weight gain measured by TG at 800 ◦ C in wet air coincided relatively
well with SEM cross section investigation of the same sample. Using SEM
to measure the thicknesses of other long term oxidized samples, Sec. 5.5.4, a
different development of the oxide scale thickness was detected. The development
of the scale thickness as a function of time, Fig. 5.14, shows parabolic behavior
of the scale growth. This supports the results from TG weight gain measurements
showing the same behavior. However, the further estimated development of
the scale thickness based on the SEM measurements deviates largely from the
estimated thicknesses based on the TG results as seen in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Estimated thicknesses based on SEM observations and TG of samples
of Crofer 22 APU oxidized in wet air at 800 ◦ C.

By extrapolating the thicknesses measured by SEM towards long term
operation periods, Table 5.8, values are found that are less than half of the
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calculated scale thicknesses based on TG after the same oxidation time, Table 5.4.
Large differences of estimated ASR values are directly results of the differences
in scale thicknesses.
One explanation for this deviating feature may be a temperature difference
in the two furnaces used for TG and long term oxidation. If assuming
dominant growth of M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4 the parabolic growth rate constant based on
the measured thicknesses is 9.5 · 10−15 g2 /cm4 s. An extrapolation of the plot in
Fig. 5.6 suggests that a corresponding temperature during TG the measurements
would then be ∼ 750 ◦ C, and accordingly ∼ 50 ◦ C difference between the
two furnaces. This large difference in temperature is evaluated to be unlikely,
and therefore not seen as the dominating contribution to the large difference in
estimated thicknesses.
The mentioned evaporation of volatile species from the surface of the long
term oxidized samples could be another reason for the observed deviation. The
flows of wet air through the sample chambers of the TG and the long term
oxidation furnace were comparable, but differences of the conditions surrounding
the samples may still have occurred. Condensed water inside the long term
oxidation furnace was frequently observed at the water cooled ends of the sample
chamber tube. This may indicate that the water vapor content of the atmosphere
was higher in the oxidation furnace compared to the TG, which can result in a
higher rate of evaporation, as will be discussed. However, the reason for the
difference of thicknesses has not been clearly understood.
The thickness of the formed oxide scale is of great importance when
considering metallic interconnect materials. However, if the composition of the
scale is not known it is however difficult to interpret this thickness into terms
of conductivity. During oxidation several phases with different conductivities
are formed at the surface, and the formation and composition of these phases
are governed by the elemental distribution on the surface. The elemental surface
composition may change as a function of time during operation due to diffusion
of cations through the oxide scales, which may also change their conductivities
and further oxidation behaviors.
Investigations of long term oxidized samples using XPS showed that large
amounts of chromium species appeared at the surface after a short period of
oxidation, Fig. 5.8 b). The amount of chromium at the surface increased from the
initial ∼ 22 at.% present in the alloy to ∼ 80 at.% after 100 h of oxidation. The
amount of manganese also increased greatly from nearly absent before oxidation
to a significant level of ∼ 20 at.% after 100 h. These two elements completely
dominated the composition of the surface already less than 1 h of oxidation.
However, it is also important to emphasize the relative large increase of titanium
as a function of oxidation time, Fig. 5.8 d), from insignificant levels as present in
the alloy, Table 4.1, to a detectable amount of ∼ 6.8 at.% after 100 h of oxidation.
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Although iron is the balance of the investigated alloy, the amount of iron present at
the surface decreased as a function of oxidation time, and reached an undetectable
level after only 10 h of oxidation, Fig. 5.8 a). The small traces of iron on sample
3 may have been detected by penetration of the thin initial chromia scale. The
thickness of the scale would correspond to less than 5 nm based on mean free
path calculations. This may be a reasonable thickness after 5 min of oxidation.
However since the thickness of the scale was measured to be ∼ 0.2 µm after 1 h
of oxidation, Table 5.7, the small amount of iron detected on sample 4 indicates
some diffusion of iron.
These quantitative findings were also supported by EDS investigations of the
same samples. However, the discrepancy between EDS and XPS regarding the
amount of iron found on the surfaces of the oxidized samples, is likely due to
the different analysis volume of these techniques. The surfacing elements of the
interconnect material will oxidize and to some extent also react with eachother
during operation forming several oxide phases covering the surface. These new
phases may contribute to the dictation of the conductivity over the interconnectelectrode interface, and their nature are therefore of great interest. This was
investigated using XRD and to some extent EDS.
XRD results showed that the surface of Crofer 22 APU oxidized for ∼ 150 h
was mainly covered by phases of Cr2 O3 and varieties of (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinels,
Table 5.6. These result are also confirmed by other reported investigations
[87][83].
By combination of SEM images and EDS investigations, Fig. 5.11, 5.12 and
5.13, it was found that the initially formed phases, mainly consisting of chromium
and oxygen, namely chromia, appeared as whiskers, and later in the oxidation
process (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinels appeared as cube shaped features.
When considering the discussed results from XPS, one may obtain some
understanding of when the phases found by XRD and SEM were formed during
oxidation. However, due to the limited number of samples it can only be suggested
that the formation of Cr2 O3 was initiated after less than 5 min of oxidation, and
that the (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel growth started in the time frame between 5 min and
1 h of oxidation.
This is where in-situ high temperature ESEM is considered as an important
investigation technique. The HT ESEM method provides a high time resolution
due to the continuous observation of the oxidation process, and if the morphology
of the expected phases is known it is possible to establish the time and location
of the formation of these phases. Although this experimental method is still
under development, the conducted experiments revealed significant information
improving the understanding of the oxidation process of Crofer 22 APU.
The in-situ observations presented i Fig. 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 show that only
after a few minutes the surface is completely covered with the mentioned chromia
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whiskers. These features completely hide the morphology of the substrate. After
this initial phase, further formation of whiskers came to a halt, likely due to the
extremely slow self diffusion of chromium through chromia [7]. The whiskers
started to disappear at the benefit of white quadratic spots after ∼ 10 min.
At higher magnifications, these new formations had the appearance of cubical
features initially formed in the areas between the domains dominated by the
whiskers. These cubic features were suggested to be (M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinels, based
on previous ex-situ observations. It is difficult to determine whether the spinels
are formed between and on top of the whiskers, or initiated by the whiskers grown
and formed as elongations of these. After ∼ 40 min of oxidation spinels became
the dominating feature of the surface. This is in agreement with results from
the mentioned ex-situ investigations, Sec. 5.5.3. The morphology of the surface
did not alter substantially by further oxidation. Additional scattered formation
of larger structures was observed after about 80 min , Fig. 5.17 d). These new
structures are expected be an early stage of the large formations observed ex-situ
shown in Fig. 5.13 d).
The effect of grain boundaries as high diffusivity paths for cations became
striking when observing the oxidation at relatively low magnifications, Fig. 5.15.
Both the initial growth of chromia whiskers and the long term formation of cubes
seemed to prefer the high diffusivity paths that grain boundaries provide. This
is due to the localized high diffusivity of species feeding the formation of oxides
at a higher rate than through bulk. The distinct grain boundary effect could also
be enhanced by dissolution of hydrogen species during heating, since hydrogen
containing atmospheres were used during the HT ESEM experiments. Such effect
has been suggested by Tveten [119], and can also likely occur in this study. Exsitu oxidized samples did not show the same grain boundary features. Although
there were also other differences between the atmospheric pressure oxidation and
the low pressure oxidation of the samples during HT ESEM, the presence of
hydrogen may be the dominating cause of the different oxidation behavior. The
alloy investigated in this study may have been saturated by hydrogen during the
heating procedure [96], affecting the oxidation behavior by acting as a dopant in
the initially formed chromia layer increasing the cation diffusion.
The effect of hydrogen and water vapor during oxidation will be discussed
later in this chapter.
Diffusion of cations, such as T i, M n, F e and La, is, as mentioned earlier,
expected to occur mainly through the grain boundaries of the oxides [19][120].
Hence, the atoms will not be evenly distributed over the entire surface, on the
contrary, they will accumulate at localized areas close to these paths. An average
atomic distribution such as given by XPS shown in Fig. 5.8, is therefore only
confirming that titanium migrates towards the surface. SEM investigations of
a Crofer 22 APU sample exposed to 1000 ◦ C for 3 h in air, showed a large
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accumulation of T i, ∼ 70 at.%, at the peak of the largest oxide formations, Fig.
6.2. Whether this large amount of titanium migrates through the pile of oxide and

Figure 6.2: Titanium enriched peak of oxide surface formation on Crofer 22 APU
after 3 h in air at 1000 ◦ C. Obtained with ETD, 10kV at HiVac mode.

gather at the peak, or is involved with the build up of these formations has not
been verified.
The same degree of accumulation was not detected during the SEM
investigation of the long term oxidized samples, Fig. 5.13, despite the long
oxidation period at 800 ◦ C compared to the sample shown in Fig. 6.2. Regarding
diffusion of titanium this indicates that temperature is a more important parameter
than time of oxidation.
The conductivity of the phases formed on the surface of the oxidizing
interconnect material varies with the elemental composition of the oxides.
Due to the high diffusivity of several elements suggested mainly by the XPS
investigation, Fig. 5.8, the elemental composition of the surface compounds will
likely change as the diffusion process supply the surface with increasing amounts
of varying cations. Table 6.1 shows the conductivity of some possible phases
formed at the surface of the interconnect during oxidation. The conductivities of
these oxides are much lower than the measured conductivities of the interconnectcathode systems, Fig. 5.3.
In literature it has been shown a correlation between increasing manganese
content in (Cr, M n)3 O4 -spinels and increasing conductivity [121]. The increasing amount of M n at the surface of well oxidized samples found in this study, us93
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Table 6.1: Possible phases formed on the surface of Crofer 22 APU by oxidation.

Oxide
M nCr2 O4
M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4
Cr2 O3

Conductivity at 800 ◦ C, S/cm
0.025 [121]
0.1 [121]
0.01 [122]

ing both EDS and XPS, indicates that the composition of the spinels may change
towards a higher content of M n as a function of time. Simultaneous migration
of other elements such as T i, F e and La, may have some effect on the oxidation
processes and the conductivities of the oxides formed. In that context it is worth
remembering that diffusion of any cations may set up a counter current flow of
electrons, which also will affect the conductivity of the oxide scale.
In defect chemistry terms the migrating elements through the oxide scale may
influence the conductivity and oxidation process by acting as dopants, forming
several types of defects, Sec. 2.6.1. XPS and EDS investigations of oxidized
samples of Crofer 22 APU showed that the amount of titanium at the surface
increased as a function of oxidation time, Fig. 5.8 d).
Introduction of substitutional T i, T i·Cr , will act as a donor dopant. Towards
lower oxygen partial pressures the concentration of oxygen vacancies and
electrons will increase. T i-doped chromia is therefore regarded as a n-type
conductor at low oxygen partial pressures. As for pure chromia T i-doped
chromia may become a p-type conductor at higher partial pressures of oxygen, by
increasing the concentration of electron holes together with chromium vacancies
[80]. However, at sufficiently high concentrations of T i-doping, chromia may
hold n-type of conductivity regardless of the oxygen partial pressure [123]. Based
on the electroneutrality of chromia in Eq. 2.44, the electroneutrality set up by
T i-doping may be written
000

··
[Ti·Cr ] + 2[vO
] + p = 3[vCr ] + n

(6.1)

Manganese may also act as an aliovalent dopant, Sec. 2.6.1. Doping with
lanthanum and iron has also found to increase conductivity of chromia [123].
Fig. 5.1 shows that the ASC of the system exposed to wet conditions
increased more rapidly, and leveled out at a higher level compared to the system
measured in dry air at the same temperature. This behavior may indicate that the
oxidation process of Crofer 22 APU is faster under wet conditions compared to
dry conditions, which is accepted as a general behavior of oxidizing metals.
The increased oxidation rate of metals under wet conditions is commonly
attributed to dissolution of hydrogen species increasing the concentration of metal
vacancies and charge carriers. Tveten et al. [119] suggested that the increased
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oxidation rate of chromia was due to an increasing number of available metal
vacancies enhancing cation transport in chromia.
It is common to assume that hydrogen dissolves in metals as protons connected
to an oxygen ion, referred to as hydroxide defects, (OH)·O [124]. The implication
of this has to some extent been discussed in the Theory chapter, Sec. 2.6.1.
As shown by the electroneutrality given in Eq. 6.2, a dissolution of hydrogen
as protons can increase both the concentration of electron defects and metal
vacancies at the expense of a decreasing oxygen vacancy concentration.

000

··
[(OH)·O ] + 2[vO
] = n + 3[vCr ]

(6.2)

Chromia is regarded as a p-type conductor at high oxygen partial pressures below
1000 ◦ C [16]. Consequently the defect situation described by Eq. 6.2 would
decrease the number of dominating charge carriers, electron holes, resulting in
a reduced electronic conductivity.
For T iO2 -doped chromia the conductivity has not been found to be affected
by hydrogen partial pressure [80]. This is also the case for (Cr, M n)3 O4 -spinel
where no apparent effect of water vapor has been reported in literature [121].
Meaning that any potentially dissolved protons will not affect the measured
conductivities.
However, this defect situation, Eq. 6.2, may suggest that the oxidation of
Crofer 22 APU is faster in wet oxidizing atmospheres due to the increased
concentration of chromium vacancies. This situation is also supported by the
Wagner oxidation theory, Sec. 2.3 and Fig. 2.2.
As suggested earlier the small calculated parabolic growth rate constants,
Table 5.4, may have been influenced by evaporation of volatile chromium species,
Eq. 2.54 . This is a common problem for most chromium holding alloys
during oxidation. Water vapor in the surrounding atmosphere can increase
the evaporation rate compared to dry conditions [17][125]. The increasing
evaporation of chromium species due to water vapor can also be explained by
the suggested increased rate of oxidation in wet oxidizing environments. This fast
oxidation of Crofer 22 APU would lead to a more rapid exposure of chromium
species at the surface that readily evaporate. The formation of a protective
(M n, Cr)3 O4 -spinel layer on top of the evaporating chromia scale has been
reported as not sufficiently continuous to completely prevent loss of chromium
[86]. The amount of evaporation has not been determined during the work with
this thesis.
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6.2

Interconnect-cathode interface reactions.

In literature an overwhelming focus has been directed towards the oxidation behavior of the interconnect materials themselves without considering the influence
of adjacent electrode materials. Since the formation of oxides at the interconnectcathode interfaces is governed by the elemental formation thermodynamics of the
interconnect and cathode surfaces, this type of investigations are necessary for all
combinations of promising fuel cell materials. The properties of the formed interface compounds may be decisive when considering different interconnect materials in an operational fuel cell.
The overall investigations of such interaction between materials in this thesis
have been the conductivity measurements of the Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4
interconnect-cathode systems, Fig. 5.1. These measurements combined with the
surface investigations of the oxidation of Crofer 22 APU previously discussed,
indicate that solid state reactions between the surface elements of the interconnect
and cathode materials play a dominating role when considering the measured
conductivities of the systems as a function of time.
In order to simulate the phases formed from solid state reactions at the
interconnect-cathode interface several samples were synthesized containing the
most abundant elements at the surface of the oxidized interconnect and cathode
material, see Table 4.3.
The XRD patterns obtained from the samples are in some cases relatively
chaotic, showing a large number of possible phases formed in the reactions
between the mixed components. This may be close to the reality at such kind of
interface where numerous elements coincide and react with each other, forming
vast numbers of new compounds.
Investigations of the sample only containing chromium and manganese
showed formation of varieties of (Cr, M n)3 O4 -spinels. Over time the amount
of manganese increased at the interconnect surface enabling formation of other
compounds with higher contents of manganese, as previously discussed in
Sec. 6.1. Since the conductivity of manganese holding spinels increases with
increasing manganese content, the conductivity measured over the interface may
also increase as a function of time.
XRD investigations also showed that when mixing La2 N iO4 with Cr2 O3
and/or M n2 O3 some different La(M n, Cr)O3 -phases were formed, Sec. 5.3.
These phases are highly conductive when doped, with e.g. N i and Ca, although
pure LaCrO3 has a conductivity of only 0.34 S/cm at 700 ◦ C [49]. However,
also this family of oxides follows the same behavior as the (Cr, M n)3 O4 -spinels,
showing a rapid increase of conductivity with increasing M n content above
∼ 30 mol%. One extreme, namely LaM nO3 has a conductivity of ∼ 90 S/cm
at 800 ◦ C [126]. The measured conductivities of the investigated interconnect96
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6.3. Thermal cycling

cathode systems lies within this range of reported values, indicating that these
compounds may be some of the dominating phases at the interface. However, no
exact compositions have been determined.

6.3

Thermal cycling

During thermal cycling and oxide scale growth each material present in the fuel
cell will likely show different thermal expansions. This may result in development
of stresses. The magnitude of stress will be proportional to the difference in
thermal expansion coefficients, TEC [13]. Stresses generated by oxidation or
thermal variations may be relieved by cracking, spalling or deformation of the
oxides or substrates, which may result in a mechanical breakdown of the cell
causing loss of contact between the adjacent fuel cell components.
In order to investigate the overall vulnerability of an interconnect-cathode,
Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4 , system towards thermal cycling, conductivity was
measured as the temperature were cycled between RT and the operating
temperature of 800 ◦ C, Fig. 5.3. The results showed that the cycled system
followed the same behavior in the isothermal regions as the isothermally measured
systems, Fig. 5.1. These conductivity values are also in the same range as
the isothermal experiments, and gives therefore no reason to suggest that other
processes than the already discussed govern the development of the conductivity
of the system, Sec. 6.1 and 6.2.
The relatively rapid increase of conductivity above 470 ◦ C is likely due to both
the metallic electrical properties of La2 N iO4 in this temperature region and the
semi conducting properties of the governing oxides at the interconnect-cathode
interface [117].
To support the thermal cycling results, measurements of the thermal expansion
of several candidate PCFC component materials were conducted.
Although the samples of both Crofer 22 APU and Haynes 242 became
somewhat oxidized during dilatometric measuring, despite argon gas atmosphere,
the slopes for each respective material representing heating and cooling showed no
hysteresis. Since both slopes intercept at the same length value at RT a potential
oxidation is most probably of negliable character.
As seen in Fig. 5.4, the measured thermal expansion of the different promising
PCFC materials followed each other up to the transition temperature of LaN bO4 ,
∼ 520 ◦ C. Above this temperature especially the materials containing N i deviated
largely from the electrolyte material. However, it is clearly visible that the other
materials also had problems following the behavior of lanthanum niobate. The
phase transition was abrupt and can prove to be a critical issue in the search for
suitable fuel cell components for LaN bO4 -electrolyte PCFCs.
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When considering the two investigated interconnect materials, the thermal
expansion of the nickel based Haynes 242 followed almost the same slope as
LaN bO4 before the phase transition. Above the transition temperature, Haynes
242 showed an intolerable high TEC compared to the electrolyte material. Based
on these results this material was disregarded as a possible interconnect material.
The ferritic Crofer 22 APU possessed the lowest TEC at low temperatures of all
the measured materials. At higher temperatures the expansion was more in the
range of the other materials, and also this material deviated in a relatively large
extent from LaN bO4 .
In terms of thermal expansion Crofer 22 APU is however more suitable as
interconnect material for LaN bO4 -based PCFCs compared to Haynes 242.
La2 N iO4 has a relatively high TEC, Fig. 5.4, and behaves almost in the
same way as Haynes 242 during heating. This is likely due to the high content
of nickel which is known for large thermal expansion. From the thermal cycling
conductivity measurements, Fig. 5.3, the difference in TEC between Crofer 22
APU and La2 N iO4 are obviously not significant, although a distinct difference in
thermal behavior is seen in Fig. 5.4.
However, not only the materials in the respective components of the fuel
cell expand on heating, the oxides formed at the interfaces between these
components also have distinct thermal expansion behaviors. The thermal
expansion coefficients of some of the interconnect-cathode interface compounds
are listed in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Thermal expansion coefficient of some probable phases formed at the
interconnect-cathode, Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4 , interface.

Material
Average TEC, ·10−6 / ◦ C
Crofer 22 APU
12.2 [82]
13.7 (measured)
La2 N iO4
15.5 (measured)
M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4
7.5 [62]
Cr2 O3
7.3 [13]
LaCrO3
9.5 [49]

It is difficult to determine what is an unacceptable difference in TEC for the
different components and phases present. This limit is likely somewhat floating
affected by the interactions between the different materials. However, the large
differences between the materials listed in Table 6.2 may cause cracking and loss
of contact between the interconnect and cathode.
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6.4

Crofer 22 APU as a PCFC interconnect

The investigations of Crofer 22 APU show promising results regarding oxidation
resistance, oxide scale conductivity, and thereby also good scale adherence, at
high temperatures in wet and dry air. When combined with a cathode, the
surface elements of the components are likely to undergo solid state reactions
forming new oxide phases at the interconnect-cathode interface. From half cell
measurements, and investigations of probable interface phases, together with
characterization of the thermal expansion behavior of the involved compounds,
it can be suggested that Crofer 22 APU display promising properties regarding
stability and conductivity during long term operation and thermal cycling.
Based on mainly the results from the measured conductivity during long term
operation of Crofer 22 APU-La2 N iO4 interconnect-cathode systems it can be
suggested that Crofer 22 APU may be suitable as a metallic interconnect for
LaN bO4 -based PCFCs, provided that the cathode material utilized is based on
La2 N iO4 .

6.4.1

Future work regarding Crofer 22 APU

All investigations in this study on the performance of Crofer 22 APU as an
interconnect material for LaN bO4 -based PCFCs have been conducted in single
atmospheres. Future work would therefore include dual atmosphere experiments
in order to investigate the oxidation behavior and performance in connection with
electrode materials under “real” fuel cell operation conditions.
In order to improve both the oxidation resistance and conductivity of the
interconnect during operation possible coatings should also be investigated and
tested.
Other candidate PCFC electrode materials should also be coupled with Crofer
22 APU and tested in half cell investigations, and compared to the results found
in this study.
Ultimately, long term stack testing of a functional LaN bO4 -based PCFC lies
as a obvious future goal.

6.5

High Temperature ESEM

The oxidation processes of chromium holding ferritic alloys are well known, also
when it comes to the specific alloy of Crofer 22 APU. A decent amount of reported
results have explained most of the ongoing processes when a multilayered oxide is
formed. It is therefore exiting and encouraging seeing that the results described by
in-situ high temperature ESEM observations in this thesis to a large extent confirm
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the existing results. Although the oxidation experiments in HT ESEM were
conducted at relatively low pressures, the similarity to results from experiments
conducted under atmospheric conditions is surprisingly good. Most of the work
reported in literature, with a few exceptions, utilizes more traditional ex-situ
observation methods. These are methods where samples usually are oxidized
in atmospheric pressures of oxidant before cooled and investigated. This limits
the potential information gained because of the limited number of prepared
samples, reducing the time resolution, and the inability to know what occurs
during temperature ramping.
The yield of the many experiments conducted during the work with HT
ESEM can be discussed. However, all experiments have increased the amount
of experience and also therefore useful in themselves in the process of developing
an applicable method for in-situ HT ESEM oxidation.
One of the main advantages and challenges of this method is the possibility of
observing the very beginning of an oxidation process. This has not been achieved
during this study. The reason for this is difficult to establish with certainty, and
is likely to be a combination of several contributions. As mentioned earlier the
oxidation process had already started when the first images was obtained, Sec.
5.6. This was revealed by the observation of small white chromia whiskers, Fig.
5.16, indicating that some amount of oxidant may have been present before water
vapor was deliberately introduced into the chamber.
All experimentalists working with highly reactive samples know that water
is everywhere. Also during HT ESEM experiments, water is present to some
extent, either as adsorbed on the walls of the reaction chamber or on the sample.
Small amounts of water may also be formed by the reduction of oxides due to a
hydrogen containing atmosphere. It is therefore very difficult to completely avoid
water inside the chamber and therefore also to prevent a head-start of the oxidation
process. The constant flow of gas through the instrument obtained by constantly
flushing the chamber reduces to some extent this problem.
However, also the inert gas introduced during heating may bring oxidant,
mainly water or air, into the chamber. Although the gas has a very low content of
contamination certified on the gas bombs, the gas goes through tens of meters of
copper tubing, and several joints and switches before entering the instrument. All
of these steps contribute to the uncertainty regarding the purity of the gas inside
the chamber. When discussing this type of source of oxidant gas, a steady flow
through the instrument will only increase the amount of impurity and therefore
also enhance the head-start oxidation process.
The heating stage assembly, HSA, is not suited for working at high vacuum
and is consequently limited to the ESEM mode, thereby the lowest pressure
available is 10 Pa which may hold enough oxidant to oxidize the chromium
holding sample, Sec. 2.1.
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6.5. High Temperature ESEM

Several gases have been tried for providing an unreactive atmosphere during
heating until water vapor has been deliberately introduced into the chamber
nourishing the oxidation processes. The ultimate gas for this task would provide
good imaging properties during heating, be inert in order to prevent uncontrolled
oxidation and safe to handle especially considering the vacuum system. The
first attempts using 10 Pa of water vapor resulted in a head-start oxidation of
the sample during heating before the target temperature was reached. However,
water vapor provides excellent imaging properties at all temperatures, enabling
the possibility to observe the sample throughout the heating process. The same
effect was observed using air, except some reduced image quality. Argon gas
has the reputation of being troublesome for imaging mainly because of the low
ionization energy that easily results in a breakdown of the gas [127].
The size of the gas particles also generate a large skirting of the electron beam
severely reducing the image resolution [102]. However, at room temperature this
reputation was not confirmed, on the contrary argon behaved well, Fig. 6.3 a).
But, during heating breakdown of the gas became a problem largely influenced
by detector voltage i.e. contrast and heat shield bias, consequently only low
pressures of the gas could be used, Fig. 6.3 b), c), and d). This made imaging
very difficult. The oxidation process seemed to have started before the oxidant
was introduced into the chamber, and in this regard no substantial difference was
observed between the use of water vapor or argon during heating.
Pure nitrogen gas as the inert heating gas was also tried out with more success
than argon. Nitrogen molecules have very strong bindings and are therefore
difficult to ionize, no electrical breakdowns were therefore observed at any
conditions. However, nitrogen is, of the same reason, a poor imaging gas. Because
of its stability, the gas was not affected by heating or applied electric fields. To
what degree oxidation was avoided during heating could not be established.
The most promising results came from the use of a mixture of 10% hydrogen in
helium. Both of these components hold a relatively low ionization energy helping
to obtain good images at room temperature. However, problems with breakdowns
during heating occured, but to a far less degree than when using argon. Utilization
of this type of gas gave the possibility of observing the sample during heating with
the benefit of being able to ensure that the same area of the sample was in focus
throughout the experiment. Unfortunately the resolution obtained was not good
enough to provide detailed images to such a level needed in order to establish
whether the oxidation of the sample was initiated during heating or when the
sample was deliberately exposed to oxidative gas. The reducing nature of the gas
and how this affects the surface of the sample, and the oxidation process has not
been investigated thoroughly enough to conclude whether this gas type is the best
suited for heating readily oxidizing samples in HT ESEM.
Use of 10% H2 − He mixture revealed another potential problem, namely
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Figure 6.3: Heating stage assemby in argon atmosphere. a) Stable conditions at
room temperature, b) gas breakdown due to high detector voltage, i.e. high contrast,
c) gas breakdown due to high shield bias, and d) overall breakdown of argon caused
by the two latter electrical fields combined with high pressure and temperature.

reduction of the vacuum in the electron gun. During long experiments with
extensive use of gas in the chamber, > 500 Pa, the pressure of the electron gun
could increase by more than one order of magnitude. This is due to the migration
of the small gas molecules into the column of the electron gun. If not recognized
this can potentially put stress on the vacuum system, forcing it to close the electron
gun and abort the experiment.
All experiences show that when changing the type of gas, several other
parameters have to be adjusted at the same time in order to simply acquire a
decent picture or observation of the sample. The different properties of the gases
previously mentioned, may give an impression of the handling of the gases.
What effect the ionized gas species, formed by interactions between the
electron beam and the gas, have on the oxidation process has not been determined.
But, as an interesting example some observations of samples exposed to argon
atmosphere showed an increasing roughness of the surface that could denote
an effect of "ion etching" caused by bombardment of heavy argon ions. The
awareness of such possible effects are important when conducting these types
of experiments.
During the development and work with the in-situ HT ESEM oxidation
method, it has demonstrated the unique possibility in visualizing and providing
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6.5. High Temperature ESEM

a better understanding of the oxidation processes.

6.5.1

Future work regarding HT ESEM

Further development and use of this unique in-situ observation technique is
important to gain a applicable method for oxidation and general utilization of
HT ESEM. The learning curve has been steep, and more experiments are natural
to increase the amount of experience and to map the effects of all the different
parametres and their influence on eachother.
In order to increase the use, experience and development of in-situ HT ESEM
in a more global context results from such experiments have to be published. This
is therefore also one of the future goals regarding this technique.
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Chapter 7
Concluding remarks
The subject of this thesis was to find and characterize a suitable metallic
interconnect for LaN bO4 -based proton conducting fuel cells, PCFCs. The
choice of material fell on the ferritic chromium holding alloy Crofer 22 APU,
ThyssenKrupp VDM.
Thermogravimetry confirmed that this alloy possessed a relatively high
oxidation resistance, as reported in literature. The oxidation process showed
parabolic behavior and the parabolic rate constant, kp,w , was calculated to be
2.94±0.04 ·10−14 g2 /cm4 s at 800 ◦ C in wet air. The activation energy of oxidation
was relatively low 131.2±11.3 kJ/mol. This was as expected based on the surface
analysis results from XRD, EDS and XPS investigations of oxidized Crofer 22
APU samples indicating a formation of easily formed chromia, Cr2 O3 , and
manganese chromia spinels, (M n, Cr)3 O4 . High temperature ESEM experiments
confirmed a rapid formation of chromia followed by an increasing growth of
spinels due to large diffusion of manganese, confirmed by XPS. XPS and EDS
investigations also showed an increasing outward diffusion of titanium, which
most probably will affect the oxidation process. This was seen in the accumulation
of titanium in the largest formations on the investigated oxidized surfaces.
Measured thicknesses from SEM cross section investigations of oxidized
Crofer 22 APU samples showed that the scale thickness development followed
a parabolic behavior. The thickness of the oxide scale increased relatively slowly,
and was still under ∼ 0.9µm after ∼ 600 h at 800 ◦ C in wet air. Estimates based
on this behavior suggested thicknesses of 3.1µm and 6.7µm after respectively
10 000 h and 50 000 h of oxidation. However, thickness estimates based on TG
results differed significantly from these by indicating thicknesses of 7.7µm and
16.4µm. Still, estimated ASR values of 0.015 Ωcm2 and 0.033 Ωcm2 based on a
dominating growth of M n1.5 Cr1.5 O4 -spinel and the latter thicknesses, were well
below the commonly required limit of 0.1 Ωcm2 for interconnect materials.
Conductivity measurements of interconnect-cathode, Crofer 22 APU105
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La2 N iO4 , half cell systems showed high and stable conductivities during long
term operation. The area specific conductivity, ASC, increased as a function of
time at 800 ◦ C in both wet and dry air. The highest measured ASC for the system
exposed to dry conditions was 6.84 S/cm2 after 423 h, and under wet conditions
the highest ASC was 10.02 S/cm2 measured after 359 h. These ASC values corresponds to area specific resistances, ASR, of 0.15 Ωcm2 and 0.09 Ωcm2 respectively. These low ASR values are most likely due to the formation of varieties of
highly conductive and stable (M n, Cr)3 O4 and La(M n, Cr)O3 phases formed
by solid state reactions at the interconnect-cathode interface, indicated by XRD
investigations.
One of the systems exposed to wet environments broke down after ∼ 360 h,
showed by a rapidly decreasing ASC. However, the same type of interconnectcathode system showed high stability when measuring the conductivity during
thermal cycling in wet air. This was confirmed by a continuously increasing
ASC during the isothermal stages at 800 ◦ C after 10 cycles and more than 2 000 h
of operation. This also confirmed that the difference in thermal expansion
coefficients, TEC, of the two materials was not of critical order.
The same thermal expansion measurements showed that the TEC of Crofer 22
APU deviated largely from that of the reference electrolyte material, LaN bO4 .
This was also the case for all the other investigated candidate PCFC materials,
and may be a critical issue when searching for suitable components for this type
of fuel cells.
Based on all these investigations Crofer 22 APU can be suggested as a suitable
metallic interconnect material for LaN bO4 -based PCFCs. Further investigations
are still needed to verify this e.g. dual atmosphere experiments and PCFC stack
testing. Improvements in the form of coatings may also be necessary to obtain
even higher performance of this interconnect material coupled with other PCFC
materials.
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Appendix A
Development of in-situ high
temperature ESEM oxidation
It is important to emphasize that each reported experimental setup in literature for
high temperature experiments in varying atmospheres, differs from the other. For
this reason it is difficult to execute blueprints of reported experiments from other
research facilities.
When working at high temperatures an applied bias voltage on both heat
shield and sample may be needed to obtain good images. This introduce two
more electric fields influencing on the gas in the chamber, and also since the
breakdown of a gas is dependent of the temperature this becomes a very complex
system. Making it difficult to balance all the parameters in order to obtain the
best possible image. Even though a substantial amount of research has been put
into this confusing field of science, the results are not absolute but more acting
as guidelines. Still, the best way is trial and error based on more or less qualified
guessing. Some notes on different gases tried is listed in A.1
After several high temperature experiments the best type of process for high
temperature oxidation observed in-situ is summarized below.
• Pumped to ESEM mode, and took pictures before reaction in an optional
type of imging gas, presumably water.
• Switched to inert gas on the gas mixer, 10%H2 − He, and flushed the line
by using the ventilation valve behind the instrument.
• Turned off HV.
• Adjusted the flow to ∼ 100 mm on both flow meters and carefully opened
the reduction valve slightly.
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Table A.1: List of experienced properties and nature of gases used in ESEM

Type of gas
Water (12.6 eV )

Experiences
oxidizing, the best gas for imaging at
both high and low temperatures, not easily breakdown
Air
oxidizing, good for imaging at low temperatures,
does not discharge easily
Argon (15.6 eV )
inert, large atoms gives large skirting effect,
ionizes easily, surprisingly good at imaging at low
temperatures and pressure, but very often breakdowns
at higher temperatures and pressure, possible reaction
with the sample observed during heating
Nitrogen (15.8 eV ) inert, very difficult to ionize, bad imaging
gas at high pressure, not severely affected by temperature
10% H2 (15.1 eV ) reducing, good imaging at higher
in He (20.5 eV )
pressures, relatively independent of temperature,
breakdown relatively easily

• Chose auxiliary gas and purge ten times from 1 − 3 T orr in order to ensure
inert gas in the chamber,
• ensured that the flow is big enough to provide the amount of gas needed,
the reduction valve has proved very useful for small adjustments, a read out
pressure on this valve of ∼ −0.6 − −0.8 bar was sufficient.
• Turned on HV, adjustd image and located a representative area of the sample
to observe during the complete experiment, large defects were deviated.
• Started heating to target temperature in 3 T orr inert gas.
• During heating the sample moved somewhat in the sample holder,
adjustments in x and y directions was necessary to keep the area of interest
in focus.
• For imaging the balance between contrast, brightness, sample and heat
shield bias was very important, started at a sample bias of −50 V and
increased during heating up to +50 V , while shield bias was be kept at
maximum, 315 V . In cases of severe discharging, reducing the shield bias
proved very effective.
• When target temperature was reached, the oxidative gas was chosen either
by switching gas on the gas mixer, or by selecting water through the
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software. The utilized oxidation atmosphere was 5 T orr water vapor
because of the good imaging properties, in addition to oxidative properties.
• At 800 ◦ C, 5 T orr of water vapor and a working distance of 15.3 mm, the
best image was obtained using a sample bias of 50 V , shield bias at 315 V ,
acceleration voltage of 20 kV , contrast at 86.2 − 86.8 and a brightness of
36.8 − 36.2.
• It is important that the gas is renewed regularly to ensure constant
environments, the Quanta 200 F have the ability to maintain a steady flow
of gas through the chamber resulting in stable reaction conditions
A magnification of 40 000 times was relatively easily acheived with these
configurations and preferred for observing the oxidation process at a sufficiently
small scale, however it was also important to obtain images at several different
magnifications so that a complete overview of the process can be presented.
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